BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
MEETING OF THE PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Monday 14th March 2016 at 3.00pm at the National Metalforming Centre, 47

Birmingham Road, West Bromwich B70 6PY
AGENDA
1. Apologies.
2. Declarations of Interests, etc.
3. To Receive the Minutes of the Meeting held on 25th February 2016
(Attached)
3.00pm
4. Current Economic Overview – GVA Figures for Local Enterprise Partnerships
(Attached)(Sarah Middleton)
3.05pm
5. Black Country Strategic Economic Plan – Delivery Plan (Attached)(Sarah
Middleton)
3.15pm
6. Local Growth Fund – Programme Update (To Follow)(Paul Mellon)
3.30pm
Place
7. Draft Minutes of the Place Making and Land Theme Advisory Board held on
15th February 2015 (Attached)(Sarah Middleton).
3.40pm
Competitiveness
8. FEI Initiative – Appointment of Managing Body (Attached)(Paul Brown)
3.45pm
9. West Midlands Urban Development Fund (Attached)(Dan Carins) 3.55pm
10. Black Country Enterprise Zones – Memorandum of Understanding
(Attached)(Sarah Middleton)
4.00pm
People
11. Area based Review of Post-16 Education and Training (Attached)(Sarah
Middleton)
4.05pm
12. PR and Communications Update (Attached)(Ninder Johal)

4.15pm

13. Midlands Engine and Midlands Connect – Update (Attached)(Sarah
Middleton)
.
4.25pm
14. West Midlands Combined Authority Update (Verbal Report)
4.30pm
15. Decisions of the Black Country Executive Joint Committee – 20th January
2016 (Attached for Information)
4.35pm.
16. Date of Next Meeting – 25th April 2016.
Estimated Time of Finish – 4.40pm

Minutes of a Meeting of the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership
25th February 2016 at 8.30a.m.
at Wolverhampton University Business School, Lord Swraj Paul
Building, Molineux Street, Wolverhampton.

Present:

Stewart Towe
Cllr Adrian Andrew
Paul Brown
Andy Cox
Cllr Darren Cooper
Simon Eastwood
Chris Handy
Prof Geoff Layer
Cllr John Reynolds
Tom Westley
Lowell Williams

In Attendance: Sarah Middleton
Keith Ireland
Zoey West
Paul Mellon
Apologies:

27/16

Chairman;
Walsall MBC;
Ernst & Young;
Cox & Plant;
Sandwell MBC;
Carillion plc;
Accord Group;
Wolverhampton Uni;
Wolverhampton CC;
Westley Group;
Dudley College.
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Wolverhampton CC;
Walsall MBC;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;

Councillors Bird, Lawrence and Lowe and Ninder
Johal.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 25th January 2016 were circulated.
With reference to Minute No. 18(a)/16, Lowell Williams updated on college
discussions concerning the review process.
Agreed that, subject to the correction of minute numbers, the minutes
of the meeting held on 25th January 2016 be received and confirmed as
a correct record.
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28/16

Policy Intelligence Report (Earnings)
The Board received on trends in resident and workplace earnings in the
Black Country up to 2015.
In terms of residents, the Black Country ranked 38th out of the 39
LEPs for average gross annual full-time resident earnings. However,
the 5.5% growth rate for the Black Country between 2014 and 2015
was the highest of the 39 LEP areas together with Coventry &
Warwicks.
Based on workplace, the Black Country ranked 32nd out the 39 LEPs
for average annual full-time employee earnings. Earnings for the Black
Country LEP area were the third highest in the West Midlands. The
Black Country’s annual growth rate of 5.8% in 2015 was the second
highest in the country after Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP at 6%.
Earnings growth in the Black Country had been above the national
average growth over the past year, the five year period from 2010 to
2015 and from 2005 to 2015.
The Board noted the growing impact of skills shortages across a range
of employment areas and the increasing need to find routes into
employment for those lacking basic skills and educational
requirements. The likely impact of the Apprenticeship Levy was also
discussed noting that it would not distinguish between age groups.

29/16

West Midlands Combined Authority – Draft Orders and Devolution
Deal
Further to Minute No. 06/16, Sarah Middleton reported on the timetable
and process for the Parliamentary Orders establishing the Combined
Authority and the powers of non-constituent authorities set out in the
draft constitution of the Authority. Councillor Cooper and Keith Ireland
updated on the progress of discussions, bodies that had requested
Non-Constituent Member status and the next steps towards the
establishment of an elected Mayor.
Sarah also reported on discussions concerning a second phase of
devolution and the ’asks’ that might be the subject of submissions to
Government.
Agreed:2

1) that the decision at Minute No. 132/15 to become a non-constituent
member of the Combined Authority be reaffirmed;
2) that the Combined Authority Order, draft constitution and terms of
the Devolution Deal be supported;
3) that the possible areas for a second Devolution Deal be noted.
30/16

Midlands Engine and Midlands Connect – Next Steps
Further to Minute No. 08/16, the Board received a paper setting out
further details of the development of the Midlands Engine. The draft
notes of a meeting of West Midlands LEP Chairmen held on 5th
February where they considered Midlands Engine Progress and an
update on Midlands Connect were also submitted.
Members noted the need for clear explanation of the purpose and role
of Midlands Engine particularly in relation to the Combined Authority
and discussed its likely role in the further devolution of powers from
central government.
Agreed:1) that the Chief Executive prepare a further detailed report on the
development of the Engine Themes and its implications for the
Partnership’s work and programmes to inform the discussions on
member support pursuant to Minute No. 08/16;
2) that the need to have a clear explanatory framework for role of
Engine especially in relation to the Combined Authority be
highlighted in discussions over the development of the programmes.

31/16

Local Growth Fund - Programme Dashboards
The Board received the regular dashboards on the progress of LGF
projects and the City Deal. The Board noted the continuing work to
ensure that spend for 2015/16 was achieved and to make provision for
slippage in future years.
Agreed:1) that report on the latest position and steps being taken to ensure
that spend in 2015/16 is maximised and accounted for and possible
implications for future years be considered at the next meeting;
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2) that the Secretariat make enquiries concerning West Midlands and
national position on LGF spend;
3) that officers be thanked for their work in developing the dashboards
and that work continue to explore the use of the approach for other
programmes.
32/16

Funding Applications Sub-Board - Decisions Made at Meeting of
Sub-Board held on 19th February 2016
The Chair of the Funding Applications Sub-Board reported that the
Sub-Board had met on 19th February 2016 and considered a number of
applications for Local Growth Funding, an application for Growing
Priority Sectors funding and the use of surplus Growing Places funds:Local Growth Fund
Pursuant to Minute No. 16/16 of the Partnership Board, the Sub-Board
received a report considering the follow:a) Over-programming and scheme slippage;
b) projects previously approved which would constitute the 2016/17
LGF programme;
c) three site investigation bids for LGF support in 2016/17;
d) Accessing Growth transport schemes.
The Sub-Board had recommended that:i) the 2017/18 programme be over-programmed to match the
provision in 2016/17 for slippage from 2015/16;
ii) that the proposed programme of LGF funding for 2016/17 be
confirmed;
iii) the following applications for funding for site investigations be
approved:a) Moxley Tip Infrastructure Works;
b) Alexandra Site, Darlaston, Wolverhampton;
c) Challenge Block, Hatherton Street, Walsall;
iv) the approvals at (3) be subject to the reports produced being made
available to the relevant local authority and Consortium and that this
should be a standard condition of approvals;
v) where the report shows the cost of further remediation to be
prohibitive, Thomas Lister be requested to confirm the conclusions
before any recommendation is made to write off the funding;
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vi) the clawback of grant for site investigation works when
remediation/development does not proceed be considered on a
case by case basis and that Thomas Lister be requested to report
on possible criteria;
vii) future applications for finding for site investigations be considered
and funded in the same way as other LGF proposals;
viii) the inclusion in the LGF of the Accessing Growth Transport
schemes be approved
Growing Priority Sectors – Programme Update Application for Funding
– Riaar Plastics Ltd
The Sub-Board received an overview of the status of the applications
for Growing Priority Sector funding and noted that it was expected that
expenditure in 2015/16 would broadly meet the Programme targets.
The Sub-Board also considered an application for funding by Riaar
Plastics Ltd, West Bromwich. The Company was a plastic injection
moulding company and was applying for £100,000 for a £340,000
project to create a new manufacturing facility and expand production in
terms of both volume and product lines.
The Sub-Board had recommended that:i) officers submit a report to the next meeting on a new appraisal
framework for approval to reflect a greater focus on innovation and
high value jobs and any implications for the Programme as a whole;
ii) the application from Riaar Plastics, West Bromwich be not approved
for reasons including low salaries, weak additionality &
displacement and that officers discuss further with the applicants
next steps and possible alternative sources of support.
Growing Places
The Sub-Board had recommended the approval of proposals to use
Growing Places revenue funding and surplus Black Country Investment
funding to support the underwriting of site investigation proposals.
Agreed that the recommendations of the meeting of the Funding SubBoard held on 19th February 2016 be approved.
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33/16

EU Structural and Investment Fund (ESIF) 2014-2020 - Refresh
The Board received a revised ESIF Strategy document reflecting the
results of negotiations and influence from the EU Commission so theta
the responsibilities of the Partnership had moved away from delivery
and governance, to one of oversight and strategic direction. The Board
was also updated on the progress of the ERDF programme calls, a call
for Youth Employment Initiative ESF funding and opt-in arrangements
with the Skills Funding Agency (SFA) and BIG Lottery for work on
socila inclusion priorities.
The Board noted that, following the letter from the SFA on key changes
to be made to ESF Opt-in offers in the light of the Government’s policy
announcements on devolution of the Adult Skills Budget resulting in all
SFA ESF contracts closing in March 2018, the Black Country had
chosen to reduce the original spending commitments and deliverables
pro rata to fit the new two year period.
Agreed:1) that the revised ESIF Strategy document be approved;
2) that the devolution process in relation to ESF delivery post-2018 be
noted and further reports submitted as the implications are
considered.

34/16

Black Country Enterprise Zone Extension – Revised Submission
Further to Minute No. 100/15 above, the Board received revised
applications for proposed Enterprise Zone at Brierley Hill and i54 and
Darlaston Extension.
Agreed that the revised applications be supported.

35/16

Black Country Consortium Business Plan – 2016-18 – Implications
for LEP and LEP Capacity
Further to Minute No. 04/16, the Board received the draft Black
Country Consortium Ltd. Business Plan for 2016-2018. The Plan set
out the functions and structure which reflecting the capitalisation of the
Programme Office enabling the capacity and support for pipeline
development to be continued. Further work was being undertaken with
the Working Group to outline ‘Team Black Country Transport’ and how
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the released revenue within local authorities could become a Black
Country pool in support of specific priority projects. The Plan also set
out the proposed priorities, activities and management framework for
2016/18. The plan provided the strategic capacity and the enabling,
co-ordinating and advocacy function for the LEP.
Members welcomed the Plan and noted in particular the contribution
made towards the Combined Authority activity.
Pursuant to Minute No. 23/16, the Board received the proposed budget
for the core funding for 2016/17 as follows:LEP Core Funding Budget 2016/17
Capacity
MIPIM (Feb 2017)
Website maintenance
LEP Meetings and Conferences
Sundry Room Hire and Refreshments
Corporate Board Development
Sponsorship of LEP Network
Overheads

£147,720
£25,000
£11,280
£20,000
£16,000
£5,000
£5,000
£20,000
£250,000

In the light of the decision at Minute No.32/16 above consideration of
proposals to use Growing Places funds to further support site
investigations was deferred.
Agreed:1) that the draft Black Country Consortium Business Plan for 2016/18
be approved insofar as it relates to LEP activity and plans;
2) that the 2016/17 LEP core funding budget be approved and the
application for funding signed by the Chairman for submission to
Government.
36/16

PR and Communications Update
The Board received the regular update on PR activity since the last
meeting. Members discussed various routes by which the Partnership
could raise its social media profile.
Agreed that work continue to explore routes for raising the LEP’s
media profile and that further updates be submitted to future meetings.
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37/16

Date of Next Meeting
14th March 2016.

(The meeting closed at 10.00a.m.)
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Black Country Economic Intelligence March 2016
provided by the Economic Intelligence Unit

Gross Value Added for Local Enterprise Partnerships
Background
The Office for National Statistics has provided data on economic output, as measured by nominal Gross Value
Added (GVA), for each English Local Enterprise Partnership. This paper focuses on Black Country GVA
performance for Total GVA, GVA per head, GVA by industry and GVA per employee.
All data is taken from ONS. Data is available for 1997 to 2014. All data tables are set out in Appendix 1. The
method used for GVA calculation is explained in Appendix 2.
Note: Estimates of GVA by LEP will not sum up to England GVA as there is overlap between the LEP areas.

Total Gross Value Added
 Total Gross Value Added in Black Country in 2014 was
th
th
£19.4bn, which ranked the Sub-Region 28 of 39 LEPs and 4
of all six West Midlands LEP areas.
 The Black Country total GVA of £19.4bn compares to £7.2bn for
Coventry. Total GVA for Coventry & Warwickshire LEP is
£21.6bn. Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP had the highest
total GVA in the West Midlands at £41.8bn.
 Figures released in April 2014 for GVA by LEP area, show that
total GVA in the Black Country in 2012 was £17.2bn, which
rd
ranked the Sub-Region 3 of all six West Midlands LEPs.

West Midlands LEPs
Total GVA, 2014
LEP

Total GVA

Greater Birmingham and Solihull

41,781

Coventry and Warwickshire

21,558

Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire

20,197

Black Country

19,380

The Marches

13,343

Worcestershire

11,327

 Over the past year, growth in total GVA for the Black Country was 2.5% compared to the England average
th
growth rate of 4.6%. This ranks the Black Country as 37 of 39 LEPs in terms of growth from 2013 to 2014.
 In the long term, between 1997 and 2014, total Black Country GVA has increased by 61% (£7.3bn); this is
the lowest percentage increase seen by any LEP.
 In the shorter term, from 2009-2014, total Black Country GVA has increased by 18.4% (£3bn) and ranks
st
the Sub-Region as 21 of 39 LEPs for growth over this period. The Black Country had the second lowest
growth rate of the West Midlands LEPs over this period.

West Midlands LEPs - Total GVA
Growth Rates - 2009 to 2014
LEP

1

Growth Rate

Coventry and Warwickshire

26.5%

Worcestershire

24.6%

The Marches

20.7%

Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire

19.1%

Black Country

18.4%

Greater Birmingham and Solihull

18.0%

Gross Value Added per head
 Gross Value Added per head in the Black Country was £16,711 in 2014,
which ranks the Sub-Region the lowest of the 39 LEPs. The England
average GVA per head is £25,367. Coventry & Warwickshire had the
highest GVA per head of all the LEPs in the West Midlands (£24,249), a
difference of £7,538 compared to the Black Country.
 The Black Country has one of the lowest growth rates in GVA per head in
2014 (1.9%). The highest growth rate occurred in London at 5.3% and the
lowest was in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly with a decline of 0.1%.

GVA per head by LEP
Lowest growth rates, 2013-2014
LEP
Thames Valley Berkshire
Northamptonshire
Black Country
Coventry and Warwickshire
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

Growth Rate
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.8%
-0.1%

 Over the period 1997-2014, GVA per head in the Black Country increased by 52% (£5,685) which is below
the national average increase of 85.5% and the lowest growth rate of all LEP areas. Since 2009, GVA per
head in the Black Country has risen by 15% (£2,155) compared to the England average of 16% for the
th
same period. This ranks the Black Country as 19 out of the 39 LEPs for growth from 2009-2014.

Gross Value Added by Industry
 The sectors with the largest contribution to the Black Country total GVA figure are Wholesale & Retail
Trade, Transportation & Storage and Accommodation & Food Service activities, contributing £4.5bn to the
sub-regional economy (23%). This is followed by Public Administration & Defence, Education and Human
Health & Social Work Activities (£4bn) and Manufacturing (£3.3bn). The construction industry accounts for
7% of industry GVA, contributing £1.3bn to the sub-regional economy.

Gross Value per Employee
th

 GVA per employee in the Black Country was £43,861 in 2014. The Sub-Region is ranked in 38 place on
this measure and is the lowest ranked West Midlands LEP as shown below.
 There is a £6,914 gap between the Black Country and Coventry & Warwickshire LEP, which is the highest
ranked regional LEP on this measure. The figures show that all six West Midlands LEPs are below the
national average of £56,702 GVA per employee. An extra £12,841 per employee is needed for the Black
Country to reach the current national average.
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Vision Scenario
Delivering the Vision
 The Black Country Economic Model developed by Oxford Economics (2013) provides future estimates of
GVA output. The 2030 figures are estimates of GVA output in a ‘growth scenario’ which provides
estimates based on the forecasted policy and socio-economic development in the Black Country.
th

 The Black Country is ranked currently ranked 28 in terms of total GVA, however the Sub-Region would
th
be ranked 10 if the economy was producing the growth scenario level of GVA.
 A further £16.6bn worth of GVA is needed for the growth vision scenario to be achieved. The three
components (Competitive Economy, Skills and Employment) that are used to analyse our output gap are
1
used to estimate the increased growth required . Please note that these three components are
interdependent of each other and that all figures are estimates:
1.
2.
3.

An increase of £11.3bn is needed to address a lack of dynamism, competition, investment, innovation
& enterprise in the Sub-Region.
An increase in qualification levels is needed to address the skills deficit in the Black Country - £2.5bn
will come from increased performance in this component.
An extra £2.8bn GVA will come from an increase in employment levels across the Black Country up to
2030.

1

Proportions for increased growth are calculated using the % of the output gap that each component currently accounts for – too few in
employment (17%), insufficient skills levels (15%) and economy lacking in dynamism (68%). Each component percentage is then applied to
the £16.6bn GVA figure to assess how much growth is needed from each component.
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 The relationship to the 12 strategic growth programmes in the BC SEP is also set out in the diagram.
 All four Local Authorities will need to make significant increases by 2030 if vision growth is to be
achieved. The required increase for Dudley is £3.7bn, £5.1bn for Sandwell, £3.3bn for Walsall and
£4.5bn for Wolverhampton.

 The table below sets outs the vision growth scenario by sector, with an additional £4.9bn output from
Business Services and output in manufacturing could also grow by £5bn.

Transformational and Enabling Sectors

Advanced Manufacturing
Environmental Technologies & Advanced
Manufacturing
Advanced Manufacturing

Industries

GVA 2014 (£m)

% of 2014
GVA

% of 2030
GVA

0.1%

2030
Vision
(£m)
29

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing

15

Mining and Quarrying; Electricity, Gas, Steam & Air Conditioning Supply and
Water Supply; Sewerage, Waste Management & Remediation Activities.

848

2014-2030
Change (£m)

0.08%

14

4.4%

2,400

6.7%

1552

1908

Manufacturing

3,267

16.9%

5,175

14.4%

Building Technologies

Construction

1,342

6.9%

2,180

6.1%

838

Transport Technologies

Wholesale & Retail Trade Repair of Motor Vehicles & Motorcycles;
Transportation and Storage and Accommodation & Food Service Activities
Information & Communication

4,501

23.2%

7,993

22.2%

3492

503

2.6%

1,223

3.4%

720

613

3.2%

1,573

4.4%

960

Real Estate Activities

2,061

10.6%

4,868

13.5%

2807

Professional, Scientific & Technical Activities and Administrative & Support
Service Activities
Public Administration & Defence; Compulsory Social Security; Education and
Human Health & Social Work Activities
Arts Entertainment & Recreation; Other Service Activities and Activities of
Households as Employers; Undifferentiated Goods-& Services-Producing
Activities of Households for Own Use

1,398

7.2%

1,764

4.9%

366

4,056

20.9%

6,104

17.0%

2048

776

4.0%

2660

7.4%

1884

Black Country Total

19,380

100%

35,969

100%

16,589

Business Services

Financial & Insurance Activities

Public Sector (including Health)
Visitor Economy
Creative Industries
Sports
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Appendix 1: GVA Data Tables
Total Gross Value Added - 2014
Local Enterprise Partnership

GVA 2014 (£m)

London

Rank

364,310

1

South East

81,069

2

Leeds City Region

62,451

3

Greater Manchester

57,395

4

Enterprise M3

49,876

5

Coast to Capital

48,466

6

South East Midlands

46,103

7

Derby, Derbyshire, Nottingham and Nottinghamshire

42,964

8

Greater Birmingham and Solihull

41,781

9

Greater Cambridge and Greater Peterborough

35,395

10

North Eastern

35,361

11

Thames Valley Berkshire

34,506

12

New Anglia

33,894

13

Heart of the South West

33,320

14

Hertfordshire

32,753

15

Sheffield City Region

32,328

16

West of England

30,826

17

Liverpool City Region

28,257

18

Lancashire

27,668

19

Cheshire and Warrington

25,803

20

Solent

25,282

21

York, North Yorkshire and East Riding

23,859

22

Leicester and Leicestershire

22,012

23

Coventry and Warwickshire

21,558

24

Oxfordshire

20,501

25

Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire

20,197

26

Greater Lincolnshire

20,133

27

Black Country

19,380

28

Humber

17,484

29

Swindon and Wiltshire

16,392

30

Dorset

16,189

31

Northamptonshire

15,954

32

Gloucestershire

14,881

33

Buckinghamshire Thames Valley

14,774

34

The Marches

13,343

35

Tees Valley

12,342

36

Worcestershire

11,327

37

Cumbria

10,747

38

9,462

39

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
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GVA per head - 2014
LEP

GVA per Head
2014 (£)

Rank

London

42,666

1

Thames Valley Berkshire

38,961

2

Oxfordshire

30,485

3

Enterprise M3

29,961

4

Hertfordshire

28,363

5

Buckinghamshire Thames Valley

28,307

6

Cheshire and Warrington

28,267

7

West of England

27,917

8

South East Midlands

25,881

9

Greater Cambridge and Greater Peterborough

25,133

10

Coast to Capital

24,493

11

Gloucestershire

24,342

12

Coventry and Warwickshire

24,249

13

Solent

24,235

14

Swindon and Wiltshire

23,452

15

Northamptonshire

22,333

16

Leicester and Leicestershire

21,890

17

Cumbria

21,585

18

Dorset

21,308

19

Greater Birmingham and Solihull

21,063

20

Greater Manchester

21,002

21

New Anglia

20,971

22

York, North Yorkshire and East Riding

20,873

23

Leeds City Region

20,783

24

The Marches

20,013

25

Derby, Derbyshire, Nottingham and Nottinghamshire

20,003

26

South East

19,786

27

Worcestershire

19,685

28

Heart of the South West

19,584

29

Greater Lincolnshire

18,983

30

Humber

18,924

31

Lancashire

18,796

32

Liverpool City Region

18,621

33

Tees Valley

18,525

34

Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire

18,176

35

North Eastern

18,111

36

Sheffield City Region

17,646

37

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

17,278

38

Black Country

16,711

39

England Average

25,367
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GVA per employee
Local Enterprise Partnership
London
Thames Valley Berkshire
Buckinghamshire Thames Valley

GVA 2014
Employees
(£m)
4,732,400
364,310

GVA per
Employee

Rank

73,178

1

34,506

475,300

72,605

2

14,774

219,700

67,238

3

Enterprise M3

49,876

780,100

63,936

4

Coast to Capital

48,466

793,800

61,058

5

Oxfordshire

20,501

341,500

60,031

6

Hertfordshire

32,753

566,300

57,831

7

South East Midlands

46,103

815,900

56,503

8

Cheshire and Warrington

25,803

457,000

56,467

9

Greater Cambridge & Greater Peterborou

35,395

636,900

55,572

10

West of England

30,826

559,300

55,119

11

South East

81,069

1,492,300

54,326

12

Swindon and Wiltshire

16,392

303,800

53,958

13

Gloucestershire

14,881

276,600

53,797

14

New Anglia

33,894

648,300

52,280

15

Dorset

16,189

314,800

51,436

16

Coventry and Warwickshire

21,558

424,600

50,775

17

York, North Yorkshire and East Riding

23,859

472,300

50,520

18

Worcestershire

11,327

226,900

49,932

19

Leicester and Leicestershire

22,012

441,200

49,889

20

The Marches

13,343

267,500

49,884

21

Northamptonshire

15,954

321,000

49,702

22

Greater Lincolnshire

20,133

405,900

49,600

23

Heart of the South West

33,320

680,400

48,971

24

Greater Birmingham and Solihull

41,781

865,200

48,292

25

Derby, Derbyshire, Nottingham and Nottin

42,964

891,800

48,177

26

57,395

1,196,900

47,951

27

9,462

197,400

47,933

28

Leeds City Region

62,451

1,303,600

47,908

29

Humber

Greater Manchester
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

17,484

365,600

47,829

30

Cumbria

10,747

225,000

47,763

31

Liverpool City Region

28,257

591,900

47,741

32

Tees Valley

12,342

261,000

47,285

33

Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire

20,197

438,700

46,040

34

North Eastern

35,361

768,500

46,011

35

Lancashire

27,668

608,600

45,462

36

Sheffield City Region

32,328

715,700

45,170

37

Black Country

19,380

441,900

43,861

38

25,282

673,200

37,551

39

Solent
England Average

56,702
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Appendix 2
Gross Value Added Methodology
Regional Gross Value Added is the value generated by any unit engaged in the production of goods and
services. It is measured at current basic prices, excluding taxes (less subsidies) on products. GVA plus taxes
(less subsidies) on products is equivalent to Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
Regional GVA is measured using the income approach (GVA(I)), which involves adding up the income
generated by resident individuals or corporations in the production of goods and services. It is calculated gross
of deductions for consumption of fixed capital, which is the amount of fixed assets used up in the process of
production in any period. The GVA(I) estimates cover the UK as a whole and are broken down to Nomenclature
of Units for Territorial Statistics (NUTS) regions. NUTS is a hierarchical classification of spatial units that
provides a breakdown of the European Union’s territory for producing regional statistics which are comparable
across the EU.
The primary input datasets for the compilation of regional GVA(I) are listed in the table below. They include
administrative data and data from structural surveys. The data are acquired from both internal (ONS) and
external sources.
Data Source

Nature of data

Use of data

Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE)

An ONS workplace-based sample survey of
wages and salaries
An ONS structural business survey, a sample
survey of enterprises
An ONS structural business survey, a sample
survey of enterprises

Allocates Compensation of Earnings

Business Register and Employment Survey (BRES)
Annual Business Survey (ABS)

Agricultural Accounts from Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)

Structural business survey of the agricultural
sector, a sample survey

Labour Force Survey (LFS)

An ONS residence-based sample survey
answered by employees

Defence Analytical Systems and Advice (DASA)

Administrative data about the number and
location of armed forces personnel
Administrative data about onshore gas and oil
profits
Administrative data provided by HMRC, the
national tax authority. Derived from selfassessment tax returns completed by selfemployed sole traders and partners

Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC)
Self-Assessment income tax data from HMRCs
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Allocates Compensation of Earnings
Allocates mixed income, Compensation
of Earnings and gross trading profits of
other corporations
Used to allocate rental income,
Compensation of Earnings, mixed
income, gross trading profits of
partnerships, and holding gains, all in
the agricultural sector
Used to apportion Compensation of
Earnings data for the activities of
households industry
Used to apportion national estimates of
forces pay by region and Extra-Regio
Used to apportion gross operating
surplus
Used to apportion gross trading profits
of partnerships, and mixed income

DRAFT
BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
PLACE MAKING AND LAND THEME ADVISORY GROUP
Minutes of a Meeting Held at 8.30am on
15 February 2016 at the National Metalforming Centre, West
Bromwich
th

Present:
Chris Handy – Chair;
Neil Baxter – Keepmoat;
Tom Westley - LEP Board Member;
Gary Fulford – Walsall Housing Group;
Paul Hampton – Wolverhampton Uni;
Cllr Paul Moore – Sandwell MBC;
Anne-Marie Simpson – HCA;
Steve Parker – Federation of Small Business (FSB)
Mathew Rhodes – Encraft;
Georgia Stokes – Local Nature Partnership;
Simon Atkinson – Birmingham and Black Country Wildlife Trust;
Richard Preston – Canal and River Trust.
In Attendance:
Sarah Middleton, Dan Carins and Nigel Easom – Black Country
Consortium Ltd;
Simon Tranter – Walsall MBC;
Stuart Everton – Black Country Director of Transport;
Ric Bravery – Wolverhampton CC.
Apologies: Cllr Andrew, Simon Eastwood, Colin Leighfield, Katie
McCann, Simon Neilson, David Tittle and Mark Robinson
01/16 Welcome and Introductions
Chris Handy welcomed members and attendees introduced
themselves.
02/16 The Role and the Purpose of the Place Making Theme Group
The draft terms of reference and membership for the Group were
circulated. The terms of reference had been revised following a
discussion with private sector representatives.
1

Reference was made to need for the document to reflect more
strongly aspirations for high quality environment.
Agreed:1) that, subject to further amendment to reflect environmental
aspirations, the terms of reference be supported;
2) that details of Strategic Economic Plan be circulated for
Members’ information.
03/16 The Black Country Strategic Economic Plan – Proposition
Development
The Board received presentations and updates on the
development of key propositions to take forward the LEP’s
Strategic Economic Plan:HVM City and Supply Chain Development
The Board received an outline of the proposals for the
establishment of an HVM City and the work to establish the
availability of sites to support its development.
Board noted in particular the proposals around energy supply and
the need to integrate infrastructure provision more generally, e.g.
broadband provision and other utilities. The need to integrate
green infrastructure and environmental assets within the offer to
support the work to improve the attractiveness of the Black
Country was also highlighted. The balance between these
elements and sites suitable for HVM was also noted as key priority
for the Board
Transport System Fit for Purpose
Stuart Everton updated on work around transport schemes to
support priority development including rapid transit schemes
(including Metro extension), HS2 Connectivity and schemes to be
funded through the Combined Authority Devolution Deal. The
Board noted the importance of HS2 connectivity to secure the
benefit for the area, the timescales for the Metro work. The Board
discussed the extent to which the line would use highway, the
need to develop ticketing systems that would enhance the
attractiveness of the area and the impact of delays in the planning
system.
2

Housing - Endless Garden Village/ Brownfield Opportunity Sites,
Employment Land and Pipeline Development
Chris Handy outlined the work underway to develop and prepare
sites to support the Garden Village proposals and arrangements
for presentations at the MIPIM event along with the HVM City.
Simon Tranter updated on the collaborative work to assess and
pull together details of brownfield sites, site investigations and pool
resources and funding streams. The Board received initial
examples of the results of this work in terms of ‘estate agents
details’ for the marketing of housing sites and sites of industrial
excellence.
The Board discussed:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ongoing issues of negative site values, the availability of sites
of sufficient scale and aligning funding to deal with issues in
making them marketable.
The changing investment market and scope for marketing to
foreign and sovereign investment funds;
The need to make use of environmental assets particularly
canals.
Issues around the balance of housing type to keep young
people in the area and to provide attractive environment,
Possible issues around Combined Authority planning
framework;
the impact of legislation on public sector provision;
the need to be aware of demographics in developing services
to support housing
Means by which smaller sites could be brought together to
make ’packages’ that would attract investors;
Means by which smaller developers could be engaged;
The impact of skills shortages on capacity and costs and the
steps being taken, particularly by the University, to develop
apprentices and change perceptions.

One Public Estate
The Board noted that the Combined Authority would become a
member of the One Public Estate Programme which looked to
further the co-location and shared use of public sector offices and
services.

3

Agreed:1)

2)

that the development of the propositions be supported and
further investigation of the points raised in discussion form
the basis for future work of the Board;
that the additional information relating to environmental data
be circulated to the Board with the presentation of examples
of ‘estate agents details’,

04/16 Combined Authority Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) – Update
Sarah outlined the ongoing work to develop a SEP for the area of
the three LEPs within the Combined Authority which was being led
by the Black Country and on the development of the Combined
Authority and the proposed Land Commission.
Agreed that the development of the Combined Authority SEP be
noted and that further updates be submitted to the Board
particularly as it impacts on the programmes discussed at Minute
No. 03/16 above.
05/16 Midlands Connect – Update
Stuart Everton circulated details of the structure of the Midlands
Connect project, work streams and timeframe for the development
of strategies and proposals.
Agreed that the development of Midlands Connect be noted and
that further updates be submitted to the Board as the programmes
develop.
06/16 Smart City Strategy – Update
Ric Bravery reported on the proposals for the development of a
Smart City Strategy Reports that would review and rebrand the
Black Country Green Growth Plan and focus on the Smart
Environment and Smart Mobility themes including links to other
wider work areas which fitted the Smart City concept. Chris Handy
reported on proposals to organise an event with the University to
discuss the Strategy.
Agreed:-
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1) that further consideration be given to the Strategy at the next
meeting;
2) that details of the proposed event be circulated to the Board
when available.
07/16 West Midlands Urban Development Fund
Dan Carins reported proposals for the first stage of an Ex Ante
Assessment for an Urban Development Fund for the West
Midlands and that the Black Country LEP be recommended to
commit to further funding for a second stage assessment.
Members noted that a Fund would provide another element of
funding to support the work discussed at Minute No.03/16 above.
Agreed that the LEP Board be recommended to commit further
resources to the second stage of the Ex Ante Assessment but only
focussing on low carbon projects to be funded under Priority 4 of
ESIF.
08/16 Conclusion and Next Steps
Agreed:1) that the proposals and work being undertaken be welcomed
and form the basis for future agenda and work programme of
the Board;
2) that future meetings look at the development of these streams
in more detail;
3) that meetings of the Board be held quarterly subject to the need
to progress the areas of activity.
09/16 AoB – Housing Summit – 2nd March 2016
The Board noted arrangements for a proposed conference on the
work around housing to take place on the morning of 2nd March
2016 in Birmingham.
10/16 AoB – Local Nature Partnership National Capital Strategy
Agreed that detail of the Strategy be circulated to the Board.
Meeting ended at 10.30am.
5

Agenda Item 8
Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
14th March 2016
EU Structural and Investment Fund 2014-2020
Financial Engineering Instruments (FEI) - Project Update
1

Background

1.1

At the Board meeting in January members were informed that the European Commission
had questioned the validity of the open and competitive call process that local partners were
proposing to use in the procurement of this project and had issued fresh guidelines. There
had been high level discussions between Government departments on a range of options
and DCLG had agreed to set out these options further and to present them to the East and
West Midlands Steering Groups.

1.2

This meeting took place in early February and three broad options were discussed:
1. Open Call – this option seemed to have stalled having been challenged by the
Commission and there was no immediate prospect of a resolution.
2. Procurement – would be undertaken by DCLG using the Crown Commercial Services
to carry out the procurement. There was a consensus view that this option would
seem to be the slowest to the end objective.
3. Entrusted Entity – this option seems to offer the potential to be quickest to the end
objective but is still challenging.

1.3

There could be numerous entrusted entity options but the front runners appeared to be:
British Business Bank (BBB) – a similar approach to the Northern Powerhouse
Investment Fund. It was recognised that this option was technically viable.
Advantage Transition Bridge Fund (ATBF) – this would be a continuation of the
original West Midlands plan option but widened to include the territory of the Est
Midlands LEPs to establish the Midlands Engine Investment Fund. It was considered
that this entity could be adapted to become compliant but not without some
challenges.

2

Report Detail

2.1

Before meeting to come to any decision on the preferred selection method LEP partners had
raised a number of questions seeking clarification on the various options. These questions
were addressed by the BBB and Blue Sky to respond on behalf of the BBB and the ATBF
options respectively. DCLG responded to questions on the procurement option.

1
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2.2

LEPs were encouraged by DCLG to undertake our assessment and come to a decision on the
preferred option by the end of February. The rationale behind this timetable being driven by
a decision to feed its outcome into the Treasury asks for the forthcoming budget.

2.3

The East and West Midlands X-LEP Groups met separately during the last week in February
in order to receive presentations and come to a view on the preferred option. The West
Midlands Group met on 29th February and took the majority decision to progress the BBB
option to the next stage. Although it was not a unanimous decision, all the XLEP members
have agreed to go with the consensus and to feedback to their respective LEPs and seek
ratification.

2.4

The power-point sides which were used in the presentation of the BBB proposal are
attached at Appendix 1 to this report.

2.5

Key issues which affected the majority decision included:
•
•
•
•
•

•

2.6

A willingness to embrace our existing West Midlands Investment Strategy that is
already accepted and endorsed by the LEPs
BBB has moved a long way in recent weeks to addressing our concerns relating to its
first set of proposals
It is already accepted by UK Govt. as an “Entrusted Entity” – it is publicly owned under jurisdiction of BIS
A tight and realistic timetable, lower risk, we get there more quickly
Bring to the table @£6.5M for start-up costs and @£25M additional finance into the
fund which could be further matched by EIB. This could lead to a much larger fund of
@£247M
Hypothecation clarified – minimum target investment size in each LEP area
equivalent to ESIF allocations

Further asks for BBB following presentation to The West Midlands X-LEP Group:
•

•

•
•

•

Concern about handing over our strategic influence – West Midlands would like a
board appointee on the statutory board of directors on the company formed by BBB
as the Topco of the Fund of Funds
Concern about limited power of the Strategic Operating Board (SOB) and its role in
relation to the Topco. Would like to see terms of reference in particular describing
matters that may arise in the operation of the Topco and require consent from the
SOB
Much more detail in relation to the costs for set up and to run the Fund of Funds
Formal response that BBB intend to construct the a Fund of Funds on the basis of
the presentation of the 29th February and confirmation of verbal points, in particular
relating to hypothecation
Confirmation as to how BBB envisages delivering wider strategic added value
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•

•

•
•
•

•

Request that central government lend larger sum to the MEIF, which can be
matched to the EIB and a fair and proportionate contribution when compared to
that made to the Northern Powerhouse
Confirmation that it is not BBB’s intention to make changes to the investment
strategies and specifically that the principles of the proof-of-concept and business
angel co-investment funds will be maintained
Confirmation that as new legacy is generated from the proposed Fund it is recycled
back into the region
LEPS would want to input into all stages of the sub fund managers procurement
process – on basis of a Request to Negotiate
More information on the “peripatetic” staff that BBB proposes to make available to
Growth Hubs to include numbers, level of qualification and number of days a month
spent in each location
We would like , from a legal perspective, to be party to negotiations with EIB, DCLG
and BIS in terms of their funder documentation and input into the procurement of
fund managers and the limited partnership documentation

3

Recommendation

3.1

That subject to the British Business Bank responding in the positive to the asks set out at
paragraph 2.6 the Board agrees to ratify the majority decision of the X-LEP Group to
progress the BBB proposals to establish the Midlands Engine Investment Fund.

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd.

Source Documents: Attached
Contact Officer:
Tony Dunn
BC European Officer
Tel 01384 471113
Tony_dunn@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
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Midlands Engine Investment Fund
MIDLANDS ENGINE INVESTMENT FUND
A draft proposal from the British Business Bank to the West Midlands LEPs
Patrick Magee, COO, British Business Bank
Ken Cooper, MD, Regional and VC Solutions Team
29 February 2016

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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British Business Bank

• Agenda
• To present the Midlands Engine Investment Fund Straw Man
proposal
• To respond to questions from the West Midlands LEPs

www.british-business-bank.co.uk

The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
What British Business Bank would bring to a Midlands Engine
Investment Fund
British Business Bank offers the potential to provide more finance, greater
economic benefit and enhanced legacy by using our experience and economies of
scale:
•

Substantial Experience of managing public funds

•

Ability to deliver in a shorter timescale and certainty as an “entrusted entity”

•

Economies of scale from sharing experience and back office systems

•

A desire to work closely with West Midlands LEPs - governance structure
designed to embrace LEPs views and aspirations by forming a consensus
around the objectives and investment strategy

•

Potential for additional finance from BBB loan, matched by additional EIB
finance

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
BBB's ongoing work and recent discussions with LEPs across the
region have led to improvements in the proposal
•

Potential for more FT

•

Tighter timetable

•

Additional safeguards in the Governance proposal to ensure local interests are
safeguarded

•

Better understanding of the market potential and investment strategy

•

Important clarification of the EU Commission position

•

Clarified the approach to hypothecation

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
How would a Midland Engine Investment Fund delivered by the
Bank provide a more effective and certain route to delivery
•

The Bank can be appointed immediately by HMG as an entrusted entity
enabling work to start on the early procurement of underlying funds. This
would ensure that the Midlands LEPs could move forward with certainty
knowing that money will flow to smaller businesses sooner.

•

Comparison of a Bank timetable and processes with a full OJEU procurement
process for the Fund of Funds Manager led by DCLG suggests that there could
be at least a six month acceleration of the timetable.

•

The Bank is willing to consider providing Financial Transaction funding
(through a junior loan) and will seek to match this with additional EIB funding.
This is subject to discussions with the Bank’s Board, HMG, EIB and the East
and South East and West Midlands LEPs, but could increase funding available
to SMEs in the Midlands.

•

A Midlands Engine Investment Fund delivered as a single Fund of Funds by the
Bank would deliver efficiency savings by having a single integrated back office
meaning less management costs and fees and more to invest in SMEs

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Bank’s Straw Man Proposal
•

To create a Midlands Engine Investment Fund of around £197m bringing ERDF
/ EIB / Legacy Funding into a single Fund of Funds structure. Subject to
discussions with HMG & EIB the Bank will consider providing additional finance
into the Fund which could be matched by the EIB to create a larger fund of
between £217m and £247m.

•

To deliver a Midland Engine Investment Strategy with underlying funds
procured to deliver the agreed investment strategy. The British Business Bank
could be appointed by HMG to manage the Fund of Funds as an entrusted
entity in March 2016

•

The Bank will work with LEPs, ESIF Committees, DCLG, BIS and EIB to agree
and implement a procurement strategy which is consistent with Ex-Ante
market assessments from March 2016. However, the Entrusted Entity will be
ultimately responsible for all investment and allocation decisions.

•

The Bank is working with HMG / EIB and The Commission to identify a
solution to State Aid issues on Preferential Remuneration and the potential EIB
loan.

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Straw Man Proposal – Governance 1
Strategic Oversight Board – Building on the lessons from the Northern Powerhouse
Investment Fund, the Bank is proposing to work with the East and South East
Midlands and West Midlands LEPs on Governance including :
•

A Strategic Oversight Board consisting of senior LEP level representatives
representing the regional groupings chosen by the LEPS, along with BIS, EIB
and the Bank representatives

•

The Strategic Oversight Board will have terms of reference which reflect the
desire of LEPs to have a genuine say over the strategic direction of the fund as
well as input into key decisions. The Strategic Oversight Board would:

•

•

Advise on the overall Fund of Funds strategy

•

Advise on final structures (e.g. how many funds and what they target) and
weightings for the tendering of fund managers

•

Advise on reallocations between funds and between regions

As the ‘entrusted entity’ BBB would have to be responsible for any investment
decisions including those on proposed reallocations. However it would work on a
consensual basis, but if the Bank wishes to go against the clear majority of LEP
Members, either the CEO, COO, or MD of the Bank will have to write to the BIS /
DCLG SoS explaining why it proposes this action.

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Straw Man Proposal – Governance 2
Regional Advisory Boards
•

Two Regional Advisory Boards (RABs) would be established to review the
performance of funds and fund managers at a local level and recommend
appropriate action to the Bank. One RAB for the East Midlands and one for the
West Midlands

•

Appointment to the RABs to include a nominee with appropriate access to
finance expertise from each LEP along with other private sector reps, DCLG,
EIB and the Bank in its capacity as Holding Fund Manager

•

BBB would consult with the RABs before switching, increasing or reducing the
allocation to funds and on action being taken to, for example, improve
geographical coverage

•

The RABs can escalate any disagreement with the Bank to the SOB. The Bank
will provide a detailed explanation to the Strategic Oversight Board to explain
the reasons for the disagreement

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Straw Man Proposal – Notional Allocations
•

Limited Partnership Agreements with Fund Managers to indicate minimum target
investment size in each LEP area equivalent to ESIF notional allocations, subject to
demand and quality of investment opportunities. Due to the way ERDF funding works in
practice we would expect this to be matched by EIB or legacy funding. Agreement to
include incentives and penalties as appropriate and due to the way ERDF funding works
this would unlock matched funding

•

RABs to provide advice on Fund Manager performance / ESIF budget reallocations within
the MEIF areas in the event of a lack of demand or changes in market conditions

•

The Strategic Oversight Board to give opinion on reallocations if required across the Fund
of Funds. Funding could be reallocated across eligible areas in the MEIF area to those
funds which are performing well, but remaining in the midlands. MEIF funding will not be
diverted to the NPIF area and vice versa subject to DCLG’s overall responsibility for
delivering the England wide Programme

•

Single Programme and ERDF legacy from previous ex-RDA funds will be allocated to MEIF
to support set-up and running costs including underlying fund manager fees as assumed
in the current LEP draft investment strategies

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
Steps in finalising the Midlands Investment Strategy

Workshop with Midlands LEPs to review proposed
delivery of identified needs

Pre- Market Engagement

Further workshop with Midlands LEPs prior to
consultation with the Strategic Oversight Board

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Bank will seek to offer the most efficient and effective fund structure
consistent with the LEPs investment objectives and strategy

E&SEM
FUND
Holding Co

WM FUND
Holding Co

Equity

Mezz
Fund

Angel
Co-Fund

Proof of
Concept
model

Micro
Loan
Fund

Business
Loan
Fund

Seed
Corn
Fund

Mezz
Fund

MEIF

Equity Fund(s) inc Proof of
Concept/ Innovation Fund

www.british-business-bank.co.uk

Other Fund(s)?

Micro Loans
Fund

Loan Funds
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Growth
Equity
Fund

The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Straw Man Proposal - Ensuring Effective Procurement
•

An OJEU compliant Procurement Process will signal the expectations of how
investment will be allocated across the LEP areas recognising the LEP ESIF
notional allocations and Ex-Ante Market Assessment

•

The Bank will consult on the key criteria with LEPs / Stakeholders in advance of
the procurement process including weighting for different criteria such as
geographical coverage, physical presence etc. This will be done through the SOB

•

The Bank will prepare Framework Panels that meet the agreed Investment
Strategies, geographical coverage, number of funds and notional allocations for
the Midlands Engine

•

The Bank will inform EIB and the SOB throughout the Fund Manager selection
process, but will ultimately make the final decision as the accountable body for
the ERDF and EIB and additional HMG funding

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Straw Man Proposal – Physical presence
•

The Bank recognises the priority the LEPs attach to ensuring that underlying
fund managers serve the midlands. As part of the procurement process we will
ask prospective fund managers to set out how they will cover the midlands and
agree weightings with the LEPs

•

The Bank will strengthen links between the Bank’s national access to finance
programmes and local business support including the Bank having dedicated
staff to work across the Midlands region including out of Growth Hubs, Science
Parks and Innovation hotspots. The bank will also be working to re-open the
EFG accreditation for regional lenders/CDFIs

•

The Bank’s Midlands Staff will also provide secretariat support to the RABs and
LEPs and will ensure that timely management information is available.

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
Midlands Engine Investment Fund – Additional Considerations
The Bank would like to engage with the Midlands’ LEPs on raising the profile of the
Midlands Engine. Ideas to explore include:
•

An Annual Midlands Engine Summit with key stakeholders and potentially
Ministers

•

An Annual report on the Midlands Engine including developments in financial
markets

•

An Award / Prize recognising high growth SMEs in the Midlands

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Straw Man Proposal - Fund Size and Structure
ESIF
Allocation

LEP
Element

Amount

Black Country

£10.0m

ESIF Allocations

£78.55m

Coventry & Warwick

£3.0m

Greater Birmingham & Solihull

£13.5m

Stoke & Staffordshire

£10.0m

The Marches

£3.0m

Worcester

£5.6m

Ex-RDA Legacy SP &
ERDF
EIB Loan
BBB Additional Financial
Transaction Funding ?
EIB Additional Loan?

Total Funding?

www.british-business-bank.co.uk

£28.45m
£90m
£10 - 25m
£10 - 25m

£197m to
£217 - £247m

Derby, Derbyshire, Nottingham
and Nottinghamshire
Greater Lincolnshire

£11.75m
£5.0m

Leicester and Leicestershire

£6m

Northamptonshire

£4m

South East Midlands

6.70m
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Straw Man proposal – Project Timeline Key Activities

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
The Straw Man Proposal - Potential Structure
EIB Loan

ERDF Grant

RDA Legacy

ERDF Legacy

Strategic Oversight Board

Midlands Engine Investment Fund
Underlying
Fund

Underlying
Fund

Underlying
Fund

Underlying
Fund

BBB FT ?

BBB, DCLG, EIB, BIS, LEP Reps

Underlying
Fund

East & South
East
Midlands
RAB

SME Investee Companies
Fund and Management Flows
Advisory Flows

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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West
Midlands
RAB

The Midlands Engine Investment Fund
What British Business Bank would bring to a Midlands Engine
Investment Fund
British Business Bank offers the potential to provide more finance, greater
economic benefit and enhanced legacy by using our experience and economies of
scale:
•

Substantial Experience of managing public funds

•

Ability to deliver in a shorter timescale and certainty as an “entrusted entity”

•

Economies of scale from sharing experience and back office systems

•

A desire to work closely with West Midlands LEPs - governance structure
designed to embrace LEPs views and aspirations by forming a consensus
around the objectives and investment strategy

•

Potential for additional finance from BBB loan, matched by additional EIB
finance

www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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Legal Notice
No representation, express or implied, is made by British Business Bank plc and its subsidiaries as to the completeness or accuracy of any facts or opinions contained in
this presentation and recipients should seek their own independent legal, financial, tax, accounting or regulatory advice before making any investment decision.
No part of this presentation should be published, reproduced, distributed or otherwise made available in whole or in part in any jurisdiction where to do so would be
unlawful.
British Business Bank plc is the holding company of the group operating under the trading name of British Business Bank. It is a development bank wholly owned by HM
Government which is not authorised or regulated by the Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) or the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). British Business Bank plc
operates under its trading name through a number of subsidiaries. Neither British Business Bank plc, British Business Finance Ltd nor British Business Financial Services
Ltd is authorised or regulated by the PRA or FCA. British Business Bank plc and its subsidiary entities are not banking institutions and do not operate as such.
A complete legal structure chart for British Business Bank plc and its subsidiaries can be found at www.british-business-bank.co.uk.

© British Business Bank plc February 2016

@britishbbank
www.british-business-bank.co.uk
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
14th March 2016
West Midlands Urban Development Fund
1. Purpose
The purpose of this note is to provide information regarding the first stage of an Ex
Ante assessment for an Urban Development and Energy Efficiency Fund for the
West Midlands, and to commit a small amount of further funding for the second
stage of the assessment.
2. Background
2.1 Building upon experience from 2000-06, including that in the UK, financial
instruments were promoted by the European Commission as an innovation in the
programming of EU Structural Funds for 2007-13. The General Regulations for
2007-13 provided for the development of revolving financial instruments in three
areas:
•
•
•

SMEs, including micro enterprises.
Sustainable urban development.
Energy Efficiency in the building sector, including existing housing.

2.2 It should be noted that financial instruments are not suitable for all projects. FIs are
primarily designed to support projects that have a viable business plan and where
they are associated with a revenue stream or a stream of cost-savings that can be
used to repay the investment. They are not suitable for projects that primarily need
grant funding, which is fundamentally the issue for developing many of the vacant
sites in the Black Country2.3
Of the financial instrument models proposed under
the 2007-13 Cohesion Policy package, the JESSICA 1 initiative for sustainable urban
development was the most complex and least proven. It has yet to be the subject of
comprehensive evaluation. The Regulations and Guidance essentially outlined
theoretical possibilities for its implementation. The linkage to State Aid regulations
was underdeveloped. As a result, the application of JESSICA in 2007-13 was largely
experimental. Practitioners in the EIB, in Fund Management and in the Private
Sector spent much of the period getting to grips with the possibilities and in
translating these into a practical basis for implementation. An example of a
successful scheme is the London Green Fund.
2.4 As part of preparation of the England ERDF Operational Programme for 2014-20,
the ex-ante evaluators were required assess where the use of financial instruments
may be required in order for the proposed Priority Axes to be implemented
effectively. It was concluded that four models were appropriate:
1

Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas - initiative of DG Regio developed
in co-operation with EIB and CEB, to support sustainable urban development and regeneration
through financial engineering mechanisms.
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• SME Access to Finance – providing equity and loan investment to SMEs,
essentially the equivalent of the JEREMIE initiative in 2007-13
• Urban Development and Energy Efficiency (non-domestic) – providing support
for improvement to urban infrastructure, essentially the equivalent of the
JESSICA initiative in 2007-13.
• Social Housing (low-carbon retrofit) – loan funds supporting energy conservation
and generation in existing social housing building upon experience in London in
2007-13.
• Local Impact Funds – loan funds investing in the social economy, essentially
access-to-finance for the Third Sector.
2.5 In this context in November 2015, Fraser Associates in association with Lambert
Smith Hampton (LSH) were engaged by Birmingham City Council on behalf of the
six West Midlands Local Enterprise Partnerships (Black Country, Coventry &
Warwickshire, Greater Birmingham & Solihull, The Marches, Stoke & Staffordshire
and Worcestershire) to carry out an ex-ante appraisal for a proposed West Midlands
Urban Development Fund.
2.6 The purpose of the first stage was to apply a filter to the eligible scope of the ERDF
Programme in the West Midlands (as represented by the 6 ESIF Strategies) in the
context of the potential use of the Urban Development and Energy Efficiency
Financial Instrument, and to consider which investment themes appear most
promising to investigate further in the second stage.
3. Report summary
3.1 Within the framework of the ESIF Growth Programme, in England, a national ERDF
Operational Programme has been prepared, informed by the LEPs through their
ESIF Strategies, including the Black Country LEP. In the Black Country there is a
final allocation of £65.3m for ESIF.
3.2 In relation to the Black Country, the report concludes that demand for a UDF FI
would currently be limited but suggests that an FI could have a significant role to play
in bringing forward speculative development of space on sites brought into use
through decontamination and improvements to access. In particular the FI may be
able to spread risk and secure commitment from other investors, particularly where
there is no or limited evidence of successful development of employment space.
3.3 While the report acknowledges the limitations of an UDF in the Black Country it
states that across the 6 LEP areas the potential for developing a UDF exists and
suggests that it could take the following form:
•
•
•

In the £30m – 50m range.
Be operated by professional fund managers, investing in line with a strategy
agreed by partners, potentially covering employment infrastructure, innovation
infrastructure and low-carbon projects.
Invest in a limited number of propositions of scale having regard to the scale
of the fund (for preference, those requiring a minimum of £4-5m, but
potentially operating at a lower level in the case of a smaller fund).
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•
•

Have an investment ceiling of around 20% of fund size.
Provide senior loans on a no-aid (i.e. risk-weighted market rate) basis for a 35 year duration.
Have 2-3 rotations of the fund in a 10 year investing life.

•

3.4 With regard to the availability of funding the report notes that the LEP allocations of
ERDF are becoming rapidly subscribed, particularly in relation to Priority Axis 3 and
that if a UDF is to be ERDF-based, an early decision to preserve headroom will be
required.
3.5 The report concludes by summarising the anticipated tasks for the Stage 2
assessment:
•
•
•
•

greater consideration of market demand in relation to the ERDF themes
selected for more detailed examination.
further research of the outcomes of existing JESSICA and similar funding
models to learn the success and failures of their deployment.
the further examination of complementarity and added value over other
funds such as the Combined Authority Collective Investment Vehicle.
the potential for attracting domestic / private (e.g. European Investment
Bank (EIB)) investment at Fund level.

3.6 In view of the outcome of the Stage 1 work Birmingham City Council is likely to seek
further contributions from the Black Country LEP to commission the Stage 2 work. In
view of this there is a need to consider whether there is value in BCLEP participating
in the Stage 2 assessment.
4. Implications for BCLEP
4.1 For the majority of sites in established employment locations in the Black Country
the risk around lack of demand has largely been addressed once they have been
remediated. As a result, access to development finance (as opposed to grant
funding) is likely to be less of an issue given the known supply shortage coupled with
strong demand. On this basis demand for a UDF is likely to be limited. Furthermore,
if loan funding is required then there already exists the £20m Black Country
Investment Loan Fund for commercial development.
4.2 One of the proposals in the West Midlands Combined Authority Prospectus is for a
£200m Collective Investment Vehicle, likely to be available as grants as well as
loans, aimed at remediating brownfield land for employment and housing.
4.3 The likely cost of the Stage 2 assessment is £4,121 if all six of the West Midlands
LEP agree to make contributions. The findings of the Stage 2 assessment will
inform the level of the contribution from the Black Country’s ESIF allocation. The
study is expected to take three to four months from commission at the end of March.
4.4 The Black Country LEP has previously allocated £4166 towards the stage 1
assessment, but Birmingham City Council has indicated the cost was only £2250.
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This means the LEP only needs to contribute a further £2205 for the Stage 2
assessment.
4.5 The Black Country has currently reserved £8m of its Priority 3 and £2m of Priority 4
ESIFs allocation to contribute towards creating a £247m Fund of Funds for SMEs in
the Midlands Engine for Growth area, leveraging existing legacy funds through a
loan from the European Investment Bank. This would leave no funds available for a
Black Country contribution to a West Midlands Urban Development and Energy
Efficiency fund for employment land.
4.6 There is approximately £8m available for Priority 4 projects (low carbon
development) in the Black Country. Given that the pipeline of projects is weak in the
Black Country, there is scope for the Stage 2 study to explore in greater depth the
suitability of an Urban Development and Energy Efficiency fund specifically for low
carbon projects in the Black Country.
5.0 Recommendations
5.1 That seeking approval to commit £2205 from LEP budgets for the second stage of
the Ex Ante Assessment, but to ensure that in the Black Country it will only focus on
low carbon projects to be funded under Priority 4 of ESIF.
Dan Carins
Access to Finance Manager, Black Country Growth Hub
Contact Officer;
Dan Carins dan_carins@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Tel: 07825 620 571
Source Documents: Part 1 Ex-Ante Assessment
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
14th March 2016
Extension and Establishment of Enterprise Zones
1.

Introduction
At the last meeting approval was given to the submission of revised proposals for the
additional Enterprise Zones following further discussions with Government. The
Department for Communities and Local Government has now published a draft
memorandum of understanding between Government and Zone partners.

2.

Recommendations

2.1 That, subject to any comments from other partners and any further comments from
Government on the revised Zone proposals, the proposed Memorandum of
Understanding be approved.
3.

Report Detail.

3.1 At the last meeting the Board, approved the submission of revised proposals for a
new Zone at Brierley Hill and the extension of the existing Zone. These proposals
are now with the Government for further consideration.
3.2 The Government has also now circulated a proposed memorandum of
understanding in relation to Zones to be entered into by Government and LEPs and
Zone partners. The memorandum has been designed in discussion with local
partners to form a secure basis for agreements reached between the Local
Enterprise Partnerships and the local authorities on which EZs are based.
3.3 The Government, “hope the MoUs will also be useful to you in firming up the ‘ground
rules’ for your new Enterprise Zone’s operation as well as providing confidence to
Ministers that the Enterprise Zones are proceeding to plan. Once completed your
MoU will set out exactly what business incentives are being offered by Government
for what sites as well as the support for the new zone that will be offered by
Government Departments. It will also confirm the arrangements that are, or will be, in
place for the operation and development of the new Enterprise Zone”.
3.4 A copy of the covering letter from Cities & Local Growth Unit and the draft agreement
are attached.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Nigel Easom
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: nigel_easom@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Documents: Attached
1
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To:

LEP Chief Executives
LA Chief Executives (with Enterprise Zones)

Please find enclosed a copy of an outline Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) discussion and
agreement between Local Enterprise Zone partners. This has been designed in discussion with
local partners to form a secure basis for agreements reached between the Local Enterprise
Partnerships and the local authorities on which EZs are based. I am very grateful for the
collaborative approach to developing this memorandum over the last few weeks.
I hope the MoUs will also be useful to you in firming up the ‘ground rules’ for your new Enterprise
Zone’s operation as well as providing confidence to Ministers that the Enterprise Zones are
proceeding to plan. Once completed your MoU will set out exactly what business incentives are
being offered by Government for what sites as well as the support for the new zone that will be
offered by Government Departments. It will also confirm the arrangements that are, or will be, in
place for the operation and development of the new Enterprise Zone.
The Enterprise Zones which developed quickly in the first round were those that had clear
governance structures and agreements with local authorities on, for example, how planning
permissions should be fast-tracked or business rates used for investment.
Each MoU will last in the first instance to 2020. The MoU will be signed by local authorities, which
act as an accountable body for the Local Enterprise Partnership. The MoU will be then signed by the
Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government.
My officials will already have discussed the benefits of these MoUs with you during their visits to new
EZ areas. Please do not hesitate to raise any further questions or concerns with them. We would
like to agree the content of each area agreement with you in advance of the legislation underpinning
the zones coming into affect (in April 2016 for most areas by April 2017 for others) or as soon as
possible afterwards.
At the Senior Leaders meeting on 13th January, a number of you asked about the value of
Enterprise Zones in the light of the planned devolution of business rates to local areas from 2020. I
thought it would be useful to set out the current situation given that this will be one of the issues that
you will need to reach agreement on locally.
The Department will be working with local government on the detail of the new scheme.
Under the new scheme, Enterprise Zones will continue to enjoy their current benefits. These include
Enterprise Zone branding, business rates discounts or tax relief on capital investments for business
moving onto the zone and dedicated support from Government officials. Enterprise Zones will also
2 Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DF
www. gov.uk/bis
Direct Line +44 (0)20 7215 3480 | Enquiries +44 (0)20 7215 5000
Email tom.walker@bis.gov.uk | Enquiries enquiries@bis.gov.uk

continue to benefit from 100% growth of business rates retention for 25 years with 100% protection
from any future reset or redistribution.
Some LAs will be concerned that if they commit to using EZ business rates to develop a zone now it
will reduce the income they have to invest in local services when the rest of their business rate
income can be retained locally in the future. This is not the case. Monies generated by EZs have
legislative protection for 25 years against any future reset or distribution and as such will sit outside
the devolution process. They will not count towards an authority's business rate baseline income
and, as a result, will not be used in the calculation for local authority top ups or tariff payments.
Furthermore EZ's business rate discounts and capital allowances that are fully funded by the
Government will generate business rates income that would not otherwise have arisen
How business rates income from Enterprise Zones are allocated is the subject of agreements
between the Local Enterprise Partnership and the local authorities on which Enterprise Zone is
situated. These arrangements can be kept under review and altered or renegotiated as the local
situation changes. An agreement reached now could, for example, therefore be revised in full or
part in 2020 when the arrangements for wider business rates devolution are expected to come into
force.
I hope that this note is both clear and helpful but please don’t hesitate to contact me or the Cities
and Local Growth team member assigned to your area if you have any questions.

Yours sincerely

TOM WALKER
Director, Cities & Local Growth

2 Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DF
www. gov.uk/bis
Direct Line +44 (0)20 7215 3480 | Enquiries +44 (0)20 7215 5000
Email tom.walker@bis.gov.uk | Enquiries enquiries@bis.gov.uk

Enterprise Zone Memorandum of Understanding
THIS AGREEMENT is dated [

] 2016

PARTIES
1.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR COMMUNITIES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
whose principal address is 2 Marsham Street, London, SW1P 4DF (Secretary of
State);

2.

Each of the local authorities for the area of the Enterprise Zone, whose names and
principal addresses are listed at Schedule 1 (together the Relevant Local
Authorities)

3.

The Local Enterprise Partnership for the area of the Enterprise Zone, whose names
and principal addresses are listed at Schedule 2 (where a local enterprise
partnership does not have corporate status then the Accountable Body who acts as
the representative is listed) (together with the Local Enterprise Partnership)

BACKGROUND
A

The Secretary of State has the power to declare an area to be an Enterprise Zone.

B.
Enterprise Zones are single or multiple sites designated for business development
which may offer business rate discounts or enhanced capital allowance for new businesses
locating on the sites. Enterprise Zones are on sites which would ordinarily not be expected to
generate significant business growth nor generate any business rates without incentives and
/or dedicated local stakeholder support. Any increase from business rates income which arise
from the development of an Enterprise Zone site will not be affected by business rates reform,
reset or redistribution for a period of 25 years.
C.
A local enterprise partnership is a voluntary partnership between local authorities and
businesses to help determine local economic priorities and lead economic growth within their
local area. This includes arrangements for the establishment and operation of Enterprise
Zones. As some local enterprise partnerships are not corporate bodies, a local authority may
act as an accountable body on their behalf.
D.
In agreement with the Local Enterprise Partnership local authorities responsible for all or
part or all of an Enterprise Zone use any increase in business rates they collect from each
Enterprise Zone site to support the further development of the Enterprise Zone and
neighbouring areas.
E.
Taking account of the application included within the attached schedule and other
representations made by the Local Enterprise Partnership, the Secretary of State with the
agreement of the Chancellor of the Exchequer offers the Local Enterprise Partnership and
Relevant Accountable Bodies the right to set up and establish arrangements for the operation
of the Enterprise Zone subject to the terms and conditions set out within the other paragraphs
of this Memorandum of Understanding. To allow all parties to review their interests, in the first
instance this Memorandum of Understanding extends to 2020.
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IT IS AGREED THAT:
1

DEFINITIONS
In this Memorandum of Understanding the following words and phrases shall have
the following meanings:
“Accountable Body” means a local authority organisation(s) responsible for one or
more aspects of the operation of the Enterprise Zone in line with plans agreed with
the Local Enterprise Partnership.
“Application” means the application for enterprise zone status submitted to the
Secretary of State by the Local Enterprise Partnership on [18th September 2015]
(which may be amended from time to time after the date of this Memorandum of
Understanding) and includes each of the representations at Schedule 3 of this
Memorandum of Understanding (in the event of conflicting statements, Schedule 3
and then the latest validly made variation shall take priority).
“Enterprise Zone” means one or more sites which under the Regulations (as
amended from time to time) are able to offer specific business incentives and
permitted by the Secretary of State to market themselves as such.
“Regulations” means 'Capital Allowances (Designated Assisted Areas) Order
2016', ‘Non-Domestic Rating (Designated Areas) Regulations 2016”, and ‘Non-Domestic
Rating (Rates Retention) Regulations 2013”.
“Relevant local authorities” means a local authority on which all or part of an
Enterprise Zone is situated and as a consequence collects business rates from
businesses in operation on that site.
“Term” means the earlier of 31 March 2020 or the date of the Secretary of State,
each of the Local Enterprise Partnership or each of the Relevant Local Authorities
giving written notice to the other parties to this Memorandum of Understanding of its
intention to terminate the Enterprise Zone status under clause 5.

2

AGREEMENT TO SET UP AND OPERATE AN ENTERPRISE ZONE

Having relied upon the representations made by the Local Enterprise Partnership in the
Application, the Secretary of State offers the Local Enterprise Partnership and the Relevant
Local Authorities the right to set up and operate the Enterprise Zone for the Term, subject to
the terms of this Memorandum of Understanding, including the right to benefit from the
following business incentives:

•

Permitting the Relevant Local Authorities to retain 100% of any business rate
increase which accrues for a period of 25 years from the commencement date (this
being [ START DATE ]) of the Enterprise Zone, providing that such sums are
directed towards the development of the Enterprise Zones and thereafter towards the
Local Enterprise Partnership’s other identified growth priorities;

•

Central government will reimburse the cost incurred by Relevant Local Authorities in
providing a 100% business rates discount for a period of up to five years, to any
business which sets up operations within the Enterprise Zone site before 31 March
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2022, and is able to receive the support within the State Aid De Minimis threshold (or
other limitation applicable by law);
•

As an alternative to the reimbursement of business rates, and up until 31st March
2020, Central Government will reimburse the Relevant Local Authorities the cost of
allowing businesses occupying an Enterprise Zone sites within an Assisted Area to
count 100% up to €125 million of their first years’ expenditure on qualifying plant and
machinery assets against taxable income as an Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECAs)

•

The Local Enterprise Partnership and Relevant Local Authorities can together agree
to other local authorities benefitting from the benefits of the Enterprise Zone during
the Term provided they have entered into an inter-party agreement as set out in 3.2
(a) and meet the relevant requirements in the regulations. In this situation, notice
shall be given to the Secretary of State of the arrangement.

.
3. TERMS AND CONDITIONS
3.1

3.2

The Relevant Local Authorities and the Local Enterprise Partnership agree, having
undertaken due investigation, that at the date of this Memorandum of Understanding:
(a)

The statements within the Application are accurate;

(b)

they are not aware of any information which is likely to materially undermine the
ability of the Local Enterprise Partnership and the Relevant Local Authorities to
deliver the Enterprise Zone in accordance with the Application and achieve the
outputs; and

(c)

they are not aware of any information, which is likely to significantly delay the Local
Enterprise Partnership in delivering the Enterprise Zone in accordance with the
Application or achieving the outputs.

The Relevant Local Authorities and Local Enterprise Partnership confirm, having
undertaken due investigation, that:
(a)

they have obtained or shall use all reasonable endeavours to promptly obtain
necessary approvals, authorisations, consents, exemptions, licences, permits,
permissions (including planning permission) or registrations necessary to deliver
the Enterprise Zone in accordance with the Application;

(b)

they have or will secure the expertise and capacity to set up and operate the
Enterprise Zone in accordance with the Application;

(c)

they will undertake all the steps to set up and operate the Enterprise Zone and
confirm that each of these shall be achieved compliantly (including but not limited
to achieving compliance with applicable procurement, state aid, planning law and
all rules relating to the collection and distribution of business rates, discount, and
use of business rates for investment); and
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(d)

3.3

3.4

they will deliver the relevant incentives at Schedule 4 for the period set out in the
Application and this Memorandum of Understanding.

The Relevant Local Authorities and the Local Enterprise Partnership agree to:
(a)

organise and promote a governance group for the Enterprise Zone which is able
to make strategic and operational decisions. This shall include representatives of
each relevant local authority and shall meet at least quarterly (“Governance
Group”); and

(b)

enter into Memorandum of Understandings with each other which set agreed
objectives and priorities for the Enterprise Zone as well as terms necessary to
give effect to this Memorandum of Understanding (for example, provisions
covering the use of business rates retained by local authorities and how local
authorities will use their general power of competence to support the Enterprise
Zone, including but not limited to Compulsory Purchase Orders, simplified
planning regimes, development orders, Joint Ventures and borrowing to support
investment and arrangements for the provision of monitoring data). Where during
the Term, new local authorities become involved in the Enterprise Zone or the
legal status of Local Enterprise Partnerships and local authorities involved in the
Enterprise Zone changes, the Secretary of State requires that the Local
Enterprise Partnership uses all reasonable endeavours to enter into new
Memorandum of Understandings under this clause. Copies of these
Memorandum of Understandings should be sent to the Secretary of State within
50 days of execution.

(c)

to use government subsidies provided for the Enterprise Zone (including the
subsidy provided under this Memorandum of Understanding and the Regulations)
for the objectives of the Enterprise Zone and in compliance with relevant laws.

Implementation Plan

The Local Enterprise Partnership in consultation with the Relevant Local
Authorities shall design and submit to the Secretary of State a 5 year
implementation plan (which sets out the major steps and the individual(s) and
organisation(s) who will be responsible to set up, operate and deliver the
objectives and priorities which have been agreed for the Enterprise Zone) no later
than 31st March 2017.
3.5

The Cities and Local Growth Unit shall support:
(a)
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the set up and delivery of the Enterprise Zone (in particular through the
contact for the Enterprise Zone, which is [
] (E-mail:
Telephone:
( who shall advise on the procedures for
establishing the zones and resolving issues, which may arise in relation to
government funding or legal arrangements. The Local Enterprise Partnership and
Relevant Local Authorities shall be informed if there is a change in the Cities and
Local Growth Unit team contact.

(b)

Enterprise Zones by providing information on the Enterprise Zone to the market
via press releases, its national Enterprise Zone website, Twitter account and
other media; and

(c)

Collaboration, by inviting senior leaders from all England’s Enterprise Zones to
meet to discuss progress, challenges and good practice with senior government
officials and Ministers

this support shall be provided up until 31 March 2020 and may be renewed or subject to
alteration after that date.
3.6

3.7

The Relevant Local Authorities and Local Enterprise Partnership shall:
(a)

send the Cities and Local Growth Unit contact the details of the primary point of
contact (“Local Enterprise Zone Contact”, a named representative agreed with
the Local Enterprise Partnership) for the Enterprise Zone within 20 Working Days
of entering into this Memorandum of Understanding. The Cities and Local
Growth Unit contact shall be informed if there is a change in the Local
Enterprise contact.

(b)

authorise the Local Enterprise Contact to discuss progress of the Enterprise Zone
with the Cities and Local Growth Unit contact either in face-to-face or telephone
meetings at least once a quarter. Such meetings shall be two-way enabling both
parties to understand progress of the Enterprise Zone. Share information about
the wider Enterprise Zone network and any issues which might adversely affect
the planned progress of the Enterprise Zone.

(c)

take all reasonable steps to allow the Cities and Local Growth Unit team contact
(or another team member in their place) to attend the Governance Group
meetings (as mentioned at clause 3.5(a) including providing information on the
date and location of meetings and sending papers which will be discussed. The
Cities and Local Growth Unit team contact shall be entitled to decide whether
they attend in an observer capacity or as a participant at the Governance Group
meeting.

Marketing

The Relevant Local Authorities and the Local Enterprise Partnership agree to use all
reasonable endeavours to
(a) promote the Enterprise Zone;
(b) share with the Secretary of State a marketing plan for the Enterprise Zone within
six months of entering into this Memorandum of Understanding; and
(c) use DCLG and Enterprise Zone logos within marketing communications and
signage.
3.8

Monitoring

The Relevant Local Authorities and the Local Enterprise Partnership agree to
use all reasonable endeavours to complete the management information at
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Schedule 5 within 21 Working Days of the commission from DCLG, which will be
quarterly at the end of January, April, July and October.
4.

CHANGES
All changes to the text of the application or this Memorandum of Understanding
must be approved by the Secretary of State in writing prior to the relevant change
being deemed to be effective. Until such time as a change is made in accordance
with this clause, the parties shall, continue to perform this Memorandum of
Understanding in compliance with its terms before such change.

5.

TERMINATION
(a) The Secretary of State shall be entitled to suspend or withdraw the right of any
or all of the Local Enterprise Partnership and / or the Relevant Local Authorities
to market an Enterprise Zone if, acting reasonably, the Secretary of State is of
the view that a party has acted in a way which significantly damages the
reputation of the Enterprise Zone Programme or if there has been a material
breach of this Memorandum of Understanding.
(b) The Relevant Local Authorities and Local Enterprise Partnership with the
Memorandum of Understanding involved in delivering the Enterprise Zone is
entitled to ask for the Enterprise Zone status to be rescinded by submitting
notice in writing.

6.

GOOD FAITH AND COOPERATION
Each party covenants with the others that they shall act with the utmost good faith
towards the other, shall comply with reasonable requests for information in relation to
the Enterprise Zone submitted from time to time and will not do anything which would
deliberately put the other in breach of its obligations under this Memorandum of
Understanding.

7.

MISCELLANEOUS
Nothing in this Memorandum of Understanding shall constitute a partnership or joint
venture between any of the parties.
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ACCEPTANCE
This Memorandum of Understanding has been entered into on the date stated at the
beginning of it.

Signed for and behalf of
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR

)

COMMUNITIES

)

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

)

Authorised Signatory: ________________________
Print Name:

________________________

1. Local Enterprise Partnership Accountable body signs here
Signed for and in agreement with
LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP BY THE ACCOUNTABLE BODY
[Insert AUTHORISED BODY DETAILS]
Authorised Signatory:
Print Name:
(Add more as required)
Signed for and in agreement with
Name of Local Authority
[Insert LOCAL AUTHORITY DETAILS]
Authorised Signatory:
Print Name:
……..

Signed for and in agreement with
Name of Local Authority
[Insert LOCAL AUTHORITY DETAILS]
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Authorised Signatory:
Print Name:
……..

The following parties are aware of the requirements of this Memorandum of
Understanding (including the Application) and shall support and assist development
and delivery of the Enterprise Zone throughout the Term, but due to not having the
required legal personality

[LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP]
Authorised Signatory:
Print Name:

[LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP]
Authorised Signatory:
Print Name:

SCHEDULE 1 - RELEVANT LOCAL AUTHORITIES

SCHEDULE 2 – LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
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SCHEDULE 3 KEY INFORMATION ON [INSERT NAME] ENTERPRISE ZONE /
EXTENSION [FROM NAME OF LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP APPLICATION]

General
Name of Enterprise
Zone
Name of Local
Enterprise Partnership
Relevant local
authorities

Fill out information from the application form Q C.8 What is the Local
Enterprise Partnership’s agreed approach, with the relevant local authorities,
about how the retained rates will be used to support development on the
Enterprise Zone?
Briefly explain your financial or investment plan for how (for example, through
borrowing or development of a recycling fund) and when the retained rates will
be used.

Fill out information from the application form Q E 1.Please describe the
governance arrangements for the proposed Enterprise Zone, clearly setting
out the name and job title of the Senior Responsible Officer for delivery of the
Zone, the governance structure and explain how progress will be owned by
the Local Economic Partnership Board.

Fill out information from the Application form from Q E.2 capacity and skills
you will make available to deliver the Enterprise Zone on a day-to-day basis,
including the job titles and names of each of the staff members in the Local
Enterprise Partnership and the relevant local authorities and the total costs of
this staff team.
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Q E3 will you gather data that will allow the Local Enterprise Partnership and
local authorities to monitor progress of the Enterprise Zone, for example this
could include on delivering new jobs, business, and investment?

Q E5 Briefly set out your plan for marketing the sites to occupiers and/or
investors, in the case of multiple site zones being clear if they will be marketed
in clusters or in stages.
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SCHEDULE 4 – SITES AND INCENTIVES

Proposed
Sites
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EZ District / Local
authority Ward

ECA

BRD

BRR

SCHEDULE 5 – MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
Q1* What was the value of the retained rates that were reinvested in the Enterprise Zone
in the last financial year?
Q2* What was the value of the retained rates that were reinvested in the LEP area in which
the Enterprise Zone is situated, including the amount in Q1, in the last financial year?
Q3* What was the value of the borrowing against retained rates undertaken by the LEP
accountable body or the EZ local authority in the last financial year?
Q4 What was the change in the number of newly created jobs, excluding construction jobs,
on the Enterprise Zone in this quarter?
Q5 What was the change in the number of newly created construction jobs on the
Enterprise Zone in this quarter?
Q6 What was the change in the number of jobs that were safeguarded on the Enterprise
Zone in this quarter?
Q7 Was a Local Development Order introduced on the zone or a part of the zone this
quarter?
Q8 What was the change in the number of businesses that started trading on the zone this
quarter?
Q9 What was the value of any new public sector capital investment on the zone this
quarter? Do not include borrowing against retained rates.
Q10 What was the value of any new public sector revenue investment on the zone this
quarter?
Q11 What was the value of any new private sector investment on the zone this quarter
(excluding non-monetary investment)?
Q12 What was the value of any new private sector non-monetary investment on the zone
this quarter, e.g. use of facilities, staff?
Q13 What area of land was reclaimed and made ready for development on the zone this
quarter?
Q14 What commercial floorspace was constructed on the zone in this quarter?
Q15 What commercial floorspace was refurbished on the zone this quarter?
Q16* “What was the market rate for leasing commercial floorspace on the Enterprise Zone
as of the current date?”
Q17 What land sales were there on the zone this quarter?
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Q & A to accompany the MoU for Enterprise Zones
Q. What is the Memorandum of Understanding trying to achieve?
A. To clarify the business incentives and confirm the arrangements for the operation
and development of an Enterprise Zone.
Q. Who should it be signed by?
A. The Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, each local
authority on which an Enterprise Zone site is situated and the Local Enterprise
Partnership and/or a local authority acting on its behalf.
Q. What are Local Enterprise Partnerships responsibilities in relation to
Enterprise Zones?
A. To agree the strategic direction of the Enterprise Zone and make arrangements
for the organisation and operation of the EZ. The operation of the EZ may fall to
another body such as a local authority or a private sector organisation
Q. What are local authorities responsible for?
A. All local authorities which have an Enterprise Zone site within their area need
arrangements for fast-tracking planning permissions and reaching agreements the
use of business rates arising from the development. Some local authorities may
take responsibility for the organisation and operation of an Enterprise Zones. Local
Authorities can also act as Accountable bodies can act on behalf of Local Enterprise
Partnerships which are not corporate bodies.
Q. Do LEPs have to agree an MoU.
A. No, but it would be unwise not to. Enterprise Zones which developed quickly in
the first round were those that had these arrangements in place. Without such an
agreement, LEPs and LAs basis for operating Enterprise Zone incentives, managing
investment and business rates income is less secure.
Q. Can the wording of the MoU be changed?
A. Yes, with the consent of all parties.

Q. What happens next?
A. Local Enterprise Partnerships and local authorities that will act as accountable
bodies need to amend the text tor reflect local arrangements. Once agreed this can
be submitted for signature by the Secretary of State.
Q. Can signing the MoU be deferred if an EZ plans to go live in April 2017?
A. Yes, although early agreements between all parties will enable preparations for
the zone to proceed earlier.
Q. Will increases in business rates affect local authority ‘top up’ grants or
‘tariffs’ when business rates are devolved.
A. No, monies generated by EZs have legislative protection for 25 years against any
future reset or distribution and as such will sit outside the devolution process. They
will not count towards an authority’s business rate baseline income and, as a result,
will not be used in the calculation for local authority top ups or tariff payments.
Furthermore, EZ’s business rate discounts and capital allowances that are
fully funded by the Government will generate business rates income that would not
otherwise have arisen.
Q. Who decides how business rates income from Enterprise Zones is spent?
A This is the subject of agreements between the Local Enterprise Partnership and
the local authorities on which Enterprise Zone is situated. These arrangements can
be kept under review and altered or renegotiated as situations change.
Q. What is the cut off date for retained rates?
A. 25 years from the commencement date of the EZ.
Q. What is the cut off date for business rates discounts?
A. Business which move onto an Enterprise Zone site by 2022 can claim business
rates discounts for 5 years.
Q. What is the cut off date for Enhanced Capital Allowance
A. 31st March 2020.
Q. How long does the MoU last for?
A. Until 2020, at which point it can be renewed or its terms renegotiated based on
the wishes of all signatories.

Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
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14 March 2016
The Review of Post 16 Education and Training- Update and Approach
1.
1.1

Background
This paper updates on the continuing discussions to reach agreement on arrangements for the Area Based FE
review as part of the Governments Wave 3 process.

1.2

The Chief Executive has met Lynne Tabone, Senior Manager, Joint Area Review Delivery Unit and Lynne has now
circulated documents outlining the next steps including a proposed review plan.

2.
2.1
2.2
2.3

Recommendations
That: the appointment of the FE Commissioner to Chair the BC Review be noted.
That the Area Review Plan and requirements of LEPs and local authorities be noted
That arrangements for Adult Skills Funding in 2016/17 be noted..

3.0
3.1

Policy Update – National
Government issued in January 2016 a Policy paper reflecting the scope of wave 1 (including Birmingham and
Solihull) and confirmation of the 8 areas included in the second wave (including from the west Midlands - Stoke and
Staffs and The Marches). The BC and Coventry LEPs will be part of Wave 3.
The area reviews in wave 1 began during September to November 2015 those in wave 2 are due to begin early in
2016. All reviews are to be completed by March 2017.

4.0

Black Country - Timings?
The appended review plan sets out timings for the review aiming for publication of a summary report on findings by
October 2016. .

5.0

Review Objectives – A Government perspective vs Black Country perspective?
Government
Black Country
The Government’s productivity plan, Fixing the Foundations – creating a
Aligned to BC priority
more prosperous nation, sets out improving productivity as a key national
With an emphasis on upskilling
challenge.
of both residential and employer
workforce bases.
3 Priority areas
Aligned to BC priority
1. Expansion of the Apprenticeship programme.
2. Clear, high quality professional and technical routes to employment,
Aligned to BC priority
alongside robust academic routes, which allow individuals to
progress to high level skills valued by employers.
3. Better responsiveness to local employer needs and economic
Aligned to BC priority
priorities, for instance through local commissioning of adult
provision, which will help give the sector the agility to meet changing
skills requirements in the years ahead, building on the agreements
with Greater Manchester, London & Sheffield.
2 related aims
An aim to establish a sustainable,
4. An aim to move towards fewer, larger, more resilient and efficient
quality college network with a
providers; as illustrated by;
focus on an increase in positive
• the right capacity to provide good education and training for both
economic learner outcomes.
young people & adults;
5. More effective collaboration across institution types.
Alignment to BC priority
• working collaboratively between colleges & providers, including
National Colleges, to deliver high standard technical & professional
education at levels 3, 4 & 5.
• a longer term aim that, greater specialisation resulting from a review
will help with the creation of a new network of prestigious Institutes
of Technology;

1
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Government
6.0

Black Country

Chairman Role
SFA have confirmed that the Chairing of the ABR meetings must be conducted within the identified national
framework approach, and the mission of the area review cannot be determined or amended by the Chair.
As West Midlands has a devolution deal announced, the BC can put forward a suggestion for chairing. There is
no published criteria, but knowledge and independence are critical.
Current BC Area Review Government attendees:
• David Sherlock - Deputy FE Commissioner.
• David Collins - FE Commissioner will attend all meetings.
• Lynne Tabone - Senior Manager, Joint Area Review Delivery Unit

7.0
7.1

Structure of the Review
Each review will start by assessing the economic and educational needs of the area, and the implications for post-16
education and training provision, including:
•
•
•
•

school sixth forms
sixth form colleges
further education colleges
independent providers

The reviews will then focus on the current structure of further education and sixth form colleges, although there will
be opportunities for other institutions (including schools and independent providers) to opt in to this stage of the
analysis. Regional School Commissioners will consider the implications of the first stage of the analysis for school
sixth form provision.
7.2

Anticipated Meeting framework
Work phase
Communication with colleges and
stakeholders;
• Dates and arrangements
for meetings and site visits.
• Plan for scope of work,
phases and timeline
• Information requests for
analysis.
Desk based research by the ABR
team.

Outline Information
• Opportunity to feed in thoughts and shape.
• Key documents from colleges, narrative to support site visits.
• LAs and LEP to provide input information and data on current and
future needs and gaps.

•

Provides initial evidence base to set the context for wider issues,
shape focus of site visit, external consultations and options.

Meeting with College Principals and
College Governors
Local Steering Group - Meetings
Meeting 1 – Introductory Meeting

•

Discussion on arrangements – open to Chairs and other governors.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Background to the review, skills needs analysis, LEP and LA views.
Current provision, gaps in provision and future trends
Communications
Data sharing discussion
Site visit shaping
Curriculum analysis work – overlaps and opportunities.
Site visit findings
Discussion – emerging options for savings and curriculum
rationalisation.
Estate rationalisation options.
Back office rationalisation.
Arrangements for testing with Corporations.

Local Steering Group - Meetings
Meeting 2 - Provision
Local Steering Group - Meetings
Meeting 3 – Rationalisation
options
Local Steering Group - Meetings
Meeting 4

•
•
•

2
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Work phase

Outline Information
• Potential savings
• Draft report
• Feasibility options and recommendations.

Local Steering Group - Meetings
Meeting 5

•

Discussion with Corporations on way forward.

Site Visits

•
•
•
•
•

Explore the Strategic direction of the college.
Discuss financial challenges
Discuss curriculum offer and delivery models
Strengths and Weaknesses
Travel to Learn patterns.

LEP input to the FE Review process
The Senior Manager, Joint Area Review Delivery Unit has now circulated the following documents:I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Letter outlining the process and dates
A plan showing the detailed work
Data sharing protocol that all organisations will need to sign
A LEP template to aid the LEP in providing information on the skills needs
A summary of the information that LAs will be able to bring to the review
An example of the communication with schools – this is usually sent out by local authorities.

Also appended to this report is a letter from BIS confirming arrangements for Adult Skills funding for 2016/17 and
beyond.
.

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive, Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Nigel Easom
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: nigel_easom@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Document; Attached
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1 Victoria Street, London SW1H OET

20 Great Smith Street, London SW1P 3BT

7 March 2016
To:
Pank Patel, Regional Schools Commissioner, Regional Schools Commission
Stewart Towe, Chair of the LEP Board, Black Country LEP
Sarah Norman, CEO, Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
Jan Britton, CEO, Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Paul Sheehan, CEO, Walsall Council
Keith Ireland, CEO, Wolverhampton City Council

Dear Colleague
Re: Black Country Area Review
This letter sets out the arrangements for the forthcoming Area Review and invites
you to the first local steering group meeting.
As you are aware, we are about to embark on the area review for Black Country.
This will cover the local authority areas of:






Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Walsall Council
Wolverhampton City Council
All within the Black Country LEP area.

We will be looking at the shape of all post-16 education and training across the area
and how well this fits with local economic and educational need.
However, in line with area review guidance which was updated in March 2016 and
can be found here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/post-16-educationand-training-institutions-area-based-reviews, the options analysis will focus on
colleges and in the case of this review, the following colleges will be in scope:





City of Wolverhampton College (GFE)
Dudley College (GFE)
Halesowen College (Tertiary)
Sandwell College (GFE)




Walsall College(GFE)
King Edward VI College (SFC)

Overview Plan
Attached is an outline plan showing the scope of the work, the various work stages
and the schedule so that you have an overview of the whole process. This will be
something that we will discuss further at the first local steering group meeting, but in
the interim, please contact us at area.reviews@education.gsi.gov.uk using the
subject heading: Black Country Area Review with any particular questions or key
points that you feel we might need to take account of.
Local Steering Group Meetings
A local steering group is a key element of the review process, to ensure that we have
a forum for open discussion of the emerging information and options. The
membership of this group comprises: the Chairs and Principals of each of the
colleges in the review area, representatives from the local authorities and the Local
Enterprise Partnership, the Further Education Commissioner, the Sixth Form College
Commissioner, the Regional Schools Commissioner, the Education Funding Agency,
the Skills Funding Agency, Department for Business, Innovation and Skills and the
area review team lead. The group will be chaired by Sir David Collins the FE
Commissioner. The dates for the local steering group meetings are:






Steering Group 1: 29 April, 3pm-5pm. Venue TBC
Steering Group 2: 20 May, 3pm-5pm. Venue TBC
Steering Group 3: 21 June, 3pm-5pm. Venue TBC
Steering Group 4: 20 July, 3pm-5pm. Venue TBC. All Governors are
welcome to attend the Chairs session following the Steering Group at 6pm8pm.
Steering Group 5: 30 September, 3pm-5pm. Venue TBC

Please note that papers will be sent out a week ahead of the meetings and the
review team will provide the necessary secretariat to support the group.
Data Sharing Protocols
Attached is a document setting out the requirements about data sharing and security
for the area reviews. Please insert a signature in the Word document (Chair or
principal – representing organisation) and return to Area review Team lead so that
we can ensure that a protocol is in place to allow active sharing of data before the
review begins. If you have any questions about this, then please contact the area
review lead on the details provided below.
Skills input for the first steering group meeting

As a key stakeholder for the area, local authorities and LEPs will have views on the
fit of current provision with local educational and economic needs and will no doubt
have data and analysis to support these views. While the area review team is well
placed to analyse data on the supply of provision, we recognise that it is also
essential to have good information about the economic needs and local employer
demand. We would therefore hope that the LEP and LA will be able to provide
significant input about this to the first local steering group in particular by outlining
their views on the needs of the area as compared to the supply, and where there
may be gaps in, or a mismatch of provision, including the potential need for greater
specialisation.
The area review team lead (named below) will be in touch shortly to discuss the
information you might have available and the content of the session, but in the
meantime we attached a template to show the kind of information that might be
helpful so that you can review against the data that you might have access to. This
will be a useful starter for the discussion.
We will also want to discuss how best to engage employers/employer groups or
district councils locally to ensure their views can be taken into account.
Local authority input relating to statutory duties
As local authorities have a statutory duty to ensure that there is sufficient good
quality provision available for their residents and a specific duty also around the
commissioning of high needs places and services for looked after children, it will be
important to have your perspective on whether current provision meets both current
and future need. You may well have data available to support your views and any
additional information you wish to provide on NEET learners, learner preferred
destinations, travel to learn/work patterns etc. will be welcome and we will be happy
to discuss this with you.
Many local authorities are choosing to provide a priority statement for the first
steering group setting out their position on local issues. This is a valuable addition to
the discussion on the local context and we attach a document outlining the usual
areas of input or information that local authorities might provide.
Schools engagement
We will need to inform post-16 schools of the review so they are clear what we are
trying to achieve with the area review. Although they are not directly involved, their
provision forms part of the pattern of learning opportunities that we will see in the
data and it is important that they are provided with an opportunity to feed in their
thoughts about gaps/issues in the area. We will be in touch with local authority
contacts and the Regional Schools Commissioner team shortly to ensure that we
have a coordinated approach to contacting the schools/academies.

The final report will contain some information on schools provision that will show
who/where the schools are, numbers in sixth forms, Ofsted grade and published
outcomes data just to demonstrate what is available in the area and the extent to
which local need is met. There will be a similar picture on who is delivering
apprenticeships etc.

If you have any questions about the local steering group meetings or any other
aspect of the process, then please contact the area review lead, Lynne Tabone on
lynne.tabone@education,gsi.gov.uk and telephone 07780 957468.
We look forward to meeting you shortly.
Yours sincerely

Dr David Collins CBE
FE Commissioner

Peter Mucklow
Sixth Form College Commissioner

Black Country Area Review Plan – March 2016
This is an overview plan for the area review for the Black Country.
The overall objectives and context for the area review process are set out in the government policy document: Reviewing post-16 Education
and Training Institutions, which can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/446516/BIS-15-433-reviewing-post-16-education-policy.pdf
and guidance on the process is provided in Reviewing post-16 Education and Training Institutions: guidance on area reviews, which was
revised and published on 1 March here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/post-16-education-and-training-institutions-area-basedreviews
Colleges in scope for this review:








City of Wolverhampton College (GFE)
Dudley College (GFE)
Halesowen College (Tertiary)
Stourbridge College (BMET)
Sandwell College (GFE)
Walsall College(GFE)
King Edward VI College (SFC)

Each college will be expected to fully engage in the review process. Colleges are central to driving up productivity through delivery of high
quality and relevant learning in the area and have an essential role in supporting better outcomes for young people and adults. This will
require an investment of time by Chairs of Governors (and Principals) attending key steering group meetings, as well as providing
information to support the review work and hosting a college visit by the Area Review Team. There will also be a need for each individual
college to facilitate discussion of the process and the emerging findings with their governing bodies, to consider the recommendations and
make decisions on the future direction of the college, taking into consideration the wider needs of the area.

Local authorities and LEP stakeholders for the area:


Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
1






Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Walsall Council
Wolverhampton City Council
Black Country LEP.

The engagement of the local authorities and LEPs is key to the success of the review as there is a need to ensure delivery of the wider
economic objectives for the area, including a focus on higher level professional and technical skills. They will have views on the economic
needs of learners and employers in their area, current and future gaps in provision that must be filled to meet the economic need and will be
able to feed in employer views. One of the expected outputs from this review will be securing local outcome agreements on skills.
The review will be steered by a local steering group comprising college leaders, key stakeholders such as the local authorities and the
LEP, the FE Commissioner, the Sixth Form Commissioner, the Regional Schools Commissioner, BIS and the relevant agencies.
Information is provided below on the membership. The planned work and support for the steering group will be centrally coordinated by the
Area Review Team (contact details below).
The aim will be to produce clear outcomes for consideration by each of the college corporations and this will be in the form of an evidencebased final report, to include realistic options that have been rigorously tested. Colleges will then be in a position to determine their future
direction. Structural change may be needed following the review and we would expect there to be discussion at the final steering group
meeting about the implementation of any such changes.
The stages of work have been outlined below, with a schedule and some clarity about the expected scope and outputs of the work.

Stages of work and timescales:
1

2

Work phase
Area review proposal assessed and agreed
by National Area Review Steering Group
and a list of the areas to be reviewed in
each wave to be published.

Dates

Communication with colleges and
stakeholders:
 Confirming dates and arrangements for

This document will be
one of the papers for first
meeting

Detailed information
 This may be in response to a joint request raised by local
colleges, local authorities and LEP or may be triggered
by the FE/SFC Commissioners and funding agencies
due to local issues
 40 reviews to be undertaken across the whole country,
prioritised according to need to resolve issues around
declining financial health, etc.
 An opportunity to feed in thoughts and shape the work as
we progress.
 Colleges will be asked to supply some key documents
2

Work phase
steering group meetings and site visits
 Sharing a plan on the scope and phases
of the work and timeline
 Requesting information to support the
analysis work

Dates

Detailed information
and narrative before the site visits.
 A data sharing protocol must be signed and returned at
this stage by all members of the steering group.
 Local authorities and LEPs will be asked to provide input
and data on the local area and the current and future
economic needs and gaps.

3

3

Work phase
Desk-based research by the Area Review
Team

Dates

Detailed information
This provides the initial evidence base that will allow us to
consider the wider issues, shape the focus of the site visits
and external consultation and discussions with stakeholders
and start mapping out potential options. This will include:
Analysis of the local, sub-regional and regional environment:
 demographics – current and projected
 deprivation issues
 travel to learn patterns
 local employment patterns
 LEP priorities and key sectors/employers
Local provision analysis:
 Learning providers operating in the area
 learner numbers and funding (trends over time)
 quality of local provision
 curriculum delivered
 financial health /viability of current provision

4

College briefings: The FE Commissioner
and Sixth Form Commissioner meet with

Before first steering
group – 29 April 2016

The meeting with Governors is open not only to the Chair,
but to any other Governors who wish to and are able to
4

5

Work phase
college Governors and with Principals to talk
about engagement in the review and what
this means

Dates

College visits will build upon the
information already gained through the desk
research and will provide the opportunity to
meet senior leaders to:

By 29 April 2016

Explore the strategic direction of the
college
 Talk about any financial challenges
 Discuss the curriculum offer, delivery
models and its match with local need
 Understand the strengths and
weaknesses in provision
 Understand travel to learn patterns,
learner aspirations and what they see
as the value of the institution
 Look at the college estate and its
utilisation
 Explore opportunities for efficiencies
and rationalisation
Local steering group for the review.

Agreed dates/locations:

Membership as follows:






Chairs and Principals for all colleges
FE Commissioner

This meeting aims to set out the national context, the
principles guiding are reviews, a high level view of the
process and how the team will work with the colleges. This
session will provide principals and governors to ask detailed
questions in a less formal setting, before we get to the local
steering group discussions.
The desk research will feed into site visits and specific
information will be requested from the colleges such as:
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Detailed information
attend.

Latest management accounts and financial plan;
Curriculum plan;
Self-assessment report;
Employer information
Estates information

A schedule will be arranged individually with each college



Steering Group 1: 29
April, 3pm-5pm.
Venue TBC
Steering Group 2: 20
May, 3pm-5pm.

The purpose of this group is to steer and oversee the review
work and ensure that all key parties are fully engaged at
every stage of the process. Issues, the evidence base and
emerging options will be discussed as the work proceeds so
that, when we get to the final outcomes, everyone is clear on
how we got there.
5

Work phase
 Sixth Form College Commissioner
 Regional Schools Commissioner
 SFA representative
 EFA representative
 BIS representative
 Local authority representatives
 LEP representative
 Area review team lead
Papers will be sent out one week prior to
meetings and will be provided and
distributed to attendees by Area Review
Team, who will also provide secretariat
support for the review work and these
meetings.
There is an expectation that, at the first
meeting, the local authorities and LEP will
contribute significantly in terms of the local
skills demand picture. The Area Review
Team will be in early conversation with the
LA/LEP leads about available data and
making a contribution to this first session.
Between meetings, the
commissioner/review team will work with
colleges on development and testing of
options. These must be worked up to a
level of detail that will be specified at
meeting 2 and accompanied by financial,
curriculum and estates assumptions.
Where funding is being sought from the
Restructuring Facility to support change, a

Dates
Detailed information
Venue TBC
Programme of meetings as follows:
 Steering Group 3: 21
Meeting 1 - Introductory Meeting
June, 3pm-5pm.
Venue TBC
 Review overview process; roles and responsibilities;
schedule and timings.
 Steering Group 4: 20
July, 3pm-5pm.
 Discussion on data sharing.
Venue TBC. All
 Communication: external messages
Governors are
 Background to the review: context; economic
welcome to attend the
environment; skills needs analysis; LEP and Local
Chairs session
Authority views. Discussion on how well existing
following the Steering
providers respond/are able to respond; gaps in
Group at 6pm-8pm.
provision; future trends; key priorities to inform
 Steering Group 5: 30
options analysis.
September, 3pm-5pm.
 Developing the local schools picture
Venue TBC
 Stakeholder engagement plans
Meeting 2
 Early findings emerging from college visits: penportraits of the colleges to gain a shared view.
 The college curriculum: curriculum overlaps and
opportunities for rationalisation and specialisation;
potential savings arising from better class sizes, etc.
This will be for 16-18 classroom-based academic and
vocational learning, apprenticeships and adult
provision.
 Schools data: emerging information.
 Stakeholder engagement update.
 Criteria for options assessment for discussion.
Meeting 3
 The college estate: a report on the estate, any
potential for estate rationalisation or capital
requirements.
 Potential for shared services: review potential for
6

Work phase
detailed and robust business case will be
required. The potential for a case to be
supported may need to be tested early.
For sixth form colleges wishing to convert to
academy status, the gateway to this process
will be through the area review ad colleges
will be required to develop a plan to support
their application. The actual application
process will take place during the
implementation phase.

Dates

Detailed information
delivering back office services, IT, HR etc more
efficiently, affordable and acceptable levels of service
and levels of professional support needed.
 Discussion of emerging options and their implications
 Stakeholder engagement update e.g. NUS input.
At this stage, we will need to ensure that detailed
options are emerging from the colleges, with sufficient
detail will allow robust assessment and the
development of recommendations for the area.
Meeting 4
 Future options for college provision in the area
 The financial benefits of any consolidation of
provision/services.
 Draft report
 Detailed discussion on feasible options and
recommendations
Directly following this meeting, there will be a further
session for Chairs (and any other Governors who are
able/wish to attend) with the FE and Sixth Form College
Commissioners so they can discuss the emerging options
and recommendations and the process of working with their
Governing Bodies.
Final report to be issued: 13 July 2016
Meeting 5
 Feedback from Corporations on the decisions they
have made following recommendations and the
reasons for them.
 Planned changes to provision and structures:
financial stability and sustainability; the extent to
7

7

Work phase

Dates

Consultation with Stakeholders:

By 1 July 2016

The Area review Team will provide key
stakeholders, local learning providers and
other local groups with an opportunity to
feed in their views on:





Particular local issues that might
provide a barrier to students
accessing learning;
Gaps in provision locally;
Opportunities for better local
collaboration to deliver a more
relevant learning offer for the area.

Detailed information
which colleges agree/disagree on options/details
 The way forward: discussion around process of
implementation and maintaining new arrangements.
 Conclusions of the review.

Key stakeholders included in this work would be:






At the first local steering group, the Area
Review Team will confirm the list of local
stakeholders to be contacted.



There will be no consultation on the
emerging options.






A general area consultation would be the
next stage after options are agreed and
would form part of the formal
implementation of specific proposals, in line
with statutory requirements.





Local MPs – will be informed of the review by letter
and may wish to provide views.
Employers – the LEP and local authorities will
facilitate much of this contact; there will also be
discussion with a good selection of employers
(contact details provided by the colleges) involved in
courses/Apprenticeships/recruiting college graduates
etc.
Post-16 schools – via the local authorities and
Regional Schools Commissioner.
Local post-16 learning providers (including specialist
providers and adult learning) in the review area
(mainly via networks).
Colleges outside the review area but who have an
interest in the area due to travel to learn patterns.
Colleges outside, but working in partnership with
those in the review area, where this is relevant.
The LEP – with particular relevance to plans around
capital etc.
Local authorities in their role as commissioners of high
needs provision and their statutory duties around the
sufficiency of suitable provision for their residents.
HE partners, if relevant.
Ofsted where discussion may be useful.
Teacher unions (regional reps to meet with FE
Commissioner and area review lead to be informed
about the process and they may feed in views to the
8

8

Work phase

Dates

Development of report and assessment
of options by the Area Review Team

June to July 2016

Detailed information
steering group)
 Student union representatives (NUS regionally will
feed in views to the steering group).
 Voluntary sector groups.

Options considered from the starting point must include:








9

Share findings, recommendations and
then final report with college governing
bodies

13 July 2016

10

Colleges to advise Area Review Team
and funding agencies of Corporation
decisions

Final steering group 30
September 2016

No change (as the base line)
Internally-focused changes
The need for curriculum rationalisation or relocation,
specialisation or withdrawal of some providers from
key areas of provision (curriculum areas, age range,
academic/vocational/location etc)
Possible closure of some campuses or institutions
(with transfer of assets to another organisation and
action to settle all outstanding liabilities)
College collaborations, such as formal partnerships
including merger – there may be several different
options initially
The potential for specialisation including proposals
around Institutes of Technology

These will be narrowed down quickly in the light of emerging
findings as some will prove to be more practical or possible
than others
Chairs and Principals will be able to feed regular information
into their Corporation discussions based on discussions at
steering group meetings. The final report will bring this
together and present the whole picture of the local context
and issues, the picture of current local provision and the
options for change.
Discussion at this stage about firming up intentions,
developing plans for implementation of decisions
9

Dates
End October 2016

Detailed information
The content will be reviewed at final steering group

12

Work phase
Publication of a summary report by Area
Review Team
Implementation to start

November 2016

13

Communication externally of decisions

To be agreed between
colleges and
stakeholders

Put in place detailed plans around any changes that are
agreed by colleges at final steering group. Funding
agencies will monitor/support progress and will report to the
national steering group, chaired the FE Commissioner.
It is expected that the colleges will be responsible for any
local announcements, communications to staff and students,
dealing with the local press etc.

11

A statement of the decisions of Corporations will be
published alongside the summary report.
Area Review Team Contact Details:
Lynne Tabone at lynne.tabone@education.gsi.gov.uk and telephone 07780 957468.
Area Review Team Mailbox: area.reviews@education.gsi.gov.uk
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Data Sharing Protocol (“DSP”) for the Sharing of Data between:
(1) The Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills (“BIS”) whose main
office is 1 Victoria Street, London, SW1H 0ET acting through the Skills Funding
Agency (“SFA”) on behalf of the Crown,
and
(2) The Secretary of State for Education (“DfE”) whose main office is Sanctuary
Buildings, 20 Smith Street, London, SW1P 3BT acting through the Education
Funding Agency (“EFA”) on behalf of the Crown,
and
(3) The Third Parties named in section 1 of this DSP.
Together, the parties to this DSP shall be referred to as the “Parties” and each
a “Party”.
1
1.1

Third Parties
The third parties bound by this DSP are listed individually in the table below:

Name of third party

Organisation

Address of third
party

One Signature

Regional Schools
Commissioner
Dudley Metropolitan
Borough Council
Sandwell Metropolitan
Borough Council
Walsall Council

Wolverhampton City
Council
Black Country LEP

City Of
Wolverhampton
College
Dudley College

Halesowen College

Paget Rd,
Wolverhampton
WV6 0DU
The Broadway,
Dudley
DY1 4AS
Whittingham Rd,
Halesowen
1

Stourbridge College
(BMET)
Sandwell College

Walsall College

King Edward VI
College

B63 3NA
Hagley Rd,
Stourbridge
DY8 1QU
Spon Ln,
West Bromwich,
West Midlands
B70 6AW
Littleton St W,
Walsall
WS2 8ES
Stourbridge,
Lower High Street,
Stourbridge
DY8
1TD

(The table can be extended to accommodate as many Parties as are required.
Together the third parties shown in the table shall be referred to as the “Third
Parties” and individually each a “Third Party”).
1.2

The Third Parties bound by this DSP are organisations identified in relation to the
area which is the subject to the review. These can include, but are not limited to,
local authorities, colleges of further education, sixth form colleges, and local
enterprise partnerships, where they have legal capacity to enter into this DSP.
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Introduction

2.1

BIS and DfE are facilitating a programme of area based reviews to review education
and training provision for students aged 16+ in every area of England (see Annex 1
for Background). These reviews will provide an opportunity for institutions and
localities to restructure their provision to ensure it is tailored to the changing context
and designed to achieve maximum impact. The aim of these reviews is to ensure that
there is the right capacity to meet the needs of students and employers in each area,
provided by institutions which are financially stable and able to deliver high quality
provision.

3

Purpose of Sharing Data

3.1

This DSP is made for the purposes of sharing data between BIS, SFA, DfE, EFA and
the Third Parties in order to undertake a joint area review of post 16 education and
training (“the Review”).

3.2

The Review will be conducted jointly by BIS, DfE, EFA and SFA through a new Joint
Area Review Delivery Unit (“JARDU”), staffed by employees of those organisations
and acting on their behalf. JARDU will issue instructions on the scope and
requirements of the Review, including the requirements for use of the data, to each of
the Third Parties.

3.3

BIS, DfE, SFA and EFA agree to JARDU sharing the data necessary for the
purposes of the Review with the Third Parties.
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4.

Data to be Shared with Third Parties

4.1

Subject to section 4.2 of this DSP, the data to be shared by JARDU (the “Data”) with
the Third Parties will include, but will not necessarily be limited to:
a)

curriculum and anonymised learner data, including characteristics as defined
by the Equality Act 2010, for all post 16 provision;

b)

estates;

c)

anonymised staffing data;

d)

financial

data

for

Third

Parties

participating

in

the

Review.

4.2

There is no intention under this DSP for JARDU to share with the Third Parties as
part of the Review any personal data, as defined by the Data Protection Act 1998
(DPA). In the event that it is necessary to share personal data with the Third Parties,
such sharing will be subject to additional DSP or variation of this DSP to ensure DPA
compliance. Any personal data controlled by a Party and identified for potential
sharing will first be suitably suppressed to ensure it is no longer considered personal
data, as defined by the Data Protection Act 1998. Suppression is likely to include the
need to ensure numbers fewer than 5 are suppressed, with secondary suppression of
totals to prevent identification of such low numbers. Guidance on suppression is
supplied
in
Annex
2
of
this
DSP.

4.3

BIS, DfE, SFA, EFA and the Third Parties each shall ensure:
a)

access to the Data is restricted only to those personnel employed by their own
organisation;

b)

implementation of appropriate technological and security measures against
unauthorised or unlawful processing of the Data are implemented, to
safeguard against accidental loss, destruction or damage to the Data,
includes ensuring that all equipment/devices are up to date (patched);

c)

the Data is handled in accordance with the government’s 10 Steps to Cyber
Security 1;

d)

there is secure physical storage and management of any non-electronic Data;

e)

that computer systems and other devices used to store the Data are
password protected, using passwords are of the appropriate length and
complexity,
and
require
regular
renewal;

f)

that access to the Data is restricted to personnel that require it, taking
reasonable steps to ensure the reliability of employees who have access to
the Data, such as ensuring that all staff have appropriate background checks;

g)

that all personnel with access to the Data undertake regular training in
handling Data securely;

1

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cyber-risk-management-a-board-level-responsibility/10steps-summary
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h)

4.4

c)

4.6

for

DfE, BIS, SFA and EFA each shall ensure:
a)

the Data to be shared is classified, labelled and handled in accordance with
the
government
security
classification
scheme
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-securityclassifications)

b)

JARDU are informed of government policy and processes for handling data
securely, including the need to report a security breach to the relevant
Government Senior Information Risk Owner;

JARDU instructs Third Parties on how to report a security breach relating to the Data;
d)

4.5

that appropriate security on external routes into the organisationexample, internet firewalls and remote access solutions.

JARDU maintains a record for the Review and instructs Third Parties on
retention and secure destruction of the Data shared with the Third Parties.

The Third Parties each shall ensure that:
a)

any use of the Data is restricted solely to the scope and requirements of the
Review, as instructed by JARDU;

b)

the Data is handled in accordance with the government protective security
classification applied to the Data and that any reclassification of the data must
be agreed by JARDU, with reference back to the relevant information asset
owner in the SFA or EFA;

c)

any subsequent data produced by any of the Third Parties for the purposes of
the Review, and based on the Data shared by JARDU should inherit the
security classification of the Data on which it is based and handled
accordingly;

d)

any security breach relating to the Data , including but not limited to any
suspected or actual loss or compromise of the Data, must be reported as
soon as possible and no later than within 3 working days of identification of
such a breach;

e)

upon instruction from JARDU, when the Data have been used for the
purposes for which they were required, the Data will be securely deleted to a
standard that accords with the protective marking that applies to the Data.
See
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-securityclassifications

The Third Parties each agree that:
a)

the Data shared by JARDU with a Third Party, or produced by a Third Party
within the scope and the requirements of the Review, is held on behalf of BIS
and DfE;

b)

any requests to disclose the Data received by a Third Party from JARDU or
produced by a Third Party within the scope and the requirements of the
Review, will be reported to JARDU within 3 working days of receipt of the
4

request, in order that it can be considered for handling under the relevant
legislation;
c)

secondary disclosure of Data regarding the Third Parties can be made by BIS,
DfE, SFA and EFA to other organisations/partners who are not signatories of
this DSP, subject to such organisations/partners themselves signing a data
sharing protocol with BIS and DfE on the same terms.

5

Legal Basis for DfE and BIS to Share Data

5.1

DfE has specific legal powers to collect pupil, child and workforce data held by
schools, local authorities and awarding bodies (under s114 Education Act 2005,
s537A Education Act 1996 and s83 Children Act 1989). The Education (Individual
Pupil Information) (Prescribed Persons) (England) Regulations 2009 allows DfE to
share information with persons who, in order to promote the education or well-being
of children in England are conducting research, analysis, producing statistics or
providing information, advice and guidance and require individual pupil information
for this purpose.

5.2

DfE and BIS also rely on the Data Protection Act processing conditions stated in
Schedule 2 specifically 5(d) and 6(1), as the legal basis allowing it to disclose and
receive the Data. This satisfies data protection principle 1- fair and lawful processing.
In addition s122 of the Apprenticeships Skills Children and Learning Act 2009
provides for the sharing of information for education and training purposes between
BIS and DfE and local authorities and those providing services to local authorities to
discharge their education and training functions.

6

Compliance with the Data Protection Act 1998 (the “DPA”)

6.1

The DPA applies to the information, which consists of personal data, and sensitive
personal data, that will be shared under this agreement. The information will be
anonymised whenever that would be sufficient to enable the recipient to achieve the
purpose of the data sharing.

6.2

In accordance with the first data protection principle in Part I of Schedule 1 to the
DPA, personal data will be processed fairly and lawfully. ‘Fair processing’ will be
achieved by taking reasonable, proportionate and appropriate action to inform the
data subjects where appropriate (i.e. the persons who are the subjects of the data) of
the processing of their personal data. ‘Lawful processing’ will be achieved by virtue of
the fact that the personal data will be obtained and further processed under the
relevant power for DfE/BIS and shared under the specific powers listed in section 5.

6.3

The first data protection principle also requires that the processing of the personal
data satisfies at least one of the conditions in Schedule 2 to the DPA, and where
sensitive personal data is processed, that the processing of the sensitive personal
data satisfies at least one of the conditions in Schedule 2 and one of the conditions in
Schedule 3 to the DPA. These conditions are known as ‘gateways’ to processing.
SFA, EFA and the Third Parties assess that the processing satisfies the following
conditions in Schedule 2 to the DPA:
“the processing is necessary for the purposes of legitimate interests pursued by the
data controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except
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where the processing is unwarranted in any particular case by reason of prejudice to
the rights and freedoms or legitimate interests of the data subjects” (paragraph 6(1)),
and
the processing is necessary “for the exercise of any functions of the Crown, a
Minister of the Crown or a government Department” (paragraph 5(c), OR
the processing is necessary “for the exercise of any other functions of a public nature
exercised in the public interest by any person” (paragraph 5(d).
SFA, EFA and the Third Parties assess that the processing satisfies the following
condition(s) in Schedule 3 to the DPA:
“the processing is necessary for the exercise of any functions of the Crown, a
Minister of the Crown or a government department” (paragraph 7(1)(c)).
6.4

The data sharing is for reasons of “substantial public interest and subject to suitable
safeguards”.

7.

Adherence to the European Convention on Human Rights (‘ECHR’)

7.1

SFA, EFA and the Third Parties assess that the Review does not raise human rights
issues, as SFA, EFA and the Third Parties consider that the processing complies with
the DPA and so the data sharing does not constitute an unwarranted interference of
the privacy of individuals. Therefore, the processing will not breach Article 8 ECHR (a
person’s right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his
correspondence).

8.

Intellectual Property Rights

8.1

The following definitions shall apply:

Term

Definition

IPR

all patents, copyrights, design rights, trade
marks, service marks, trade secrets, knowhow, database rights, domain names, moral
rights and other rights in the nature of
intellectual
property
rights
(whether
registered
or
unregistered)
and
all
applications for the same, anywhere in the
world.

Background IPR

all technical know-how, data and information
known to the parties to this DSP (which is of
a confidential nature and not in the public
domain) and any IPR existing prior to
commencement of the Review.

Project Specific IPR

the IPR arising from, and created by, a Party
specifically in relation to the Review, with the
6

exception of the Software, and excluding any
Background IPR.
Software

any software created by a Party specifically
in relation to the Review, or software used in
relation to the Review and available under
the terms of an open source licence.

8.2

All Background IPR shall vest in the Party who owns it and who brings it to the
Review. The Parties acknowledge that the Data itself cannot be subject to the Open
Government Licence where it consists of personal data. Where free to do so, each
Party grants to each of the other Parties a royalty-free, non-exclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable, worldwide licence to use its Background IPR solely for the
purposes of the carrying out the Review and only for the duration of the Review.

8.3

The Parties will agree in good faith as to what type of licensing regime will apply to
any Software developed during the Review, recognising that the Software will be
subject to Crown Copyright.

8.4

The Parties hereby assign to DfE with full title guarantee, all right, title and interest in
the Project Specific IPR and shall procure that any person creating Project Specific
IPR assigns such IPR to DfE on the same basis. The Parties shall, to the fullest
extent permitted by law, waive or procure the waiver in favour of DfE, of any rights
(including moral rights) in the Project Specific IPR.

8.5

DfE shall make all the Project Specific IPR assigned to it generally available under
the terms of the Open Government Licence.
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Annex 1: Background
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Annex 2: Guidance on Suppression of Data
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This data sharing protocol is agreed by:
The Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills (acting through the Skills
Funding Agency)
Signed
Date

The Secretary of State for Education (acting through the Education Funding Agency)
Signed
Date

[INSERT FULL NAME OF Third Party One]
Signed
Date

[insert more signatories as appropriate etc.]
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LEP analysis to inform Area Reviews
The purpose of the analysis is for the LEP to inform the Steering Group and influence the
direction of change for the FE sector with:
1) A clear view from business and employers about the skills that will be needed;
2) Confidence in how conclusions have been reached, information gathered and
reflective of the local area. This will be a mixture of hard empirical data and
qualitative information.
The key aspect of the LEP’s analysis will be the Skills Conclusion which will articulate the
LEP’s expectation and vision for skills for the area. This should outline in detail: what jobs
there will be, where they will be and at what level; the skills demand required to fulfil this;
and what changes are needed to the FE sector to fulfil this and by when.
This guidance and suggested pro-forma (annex 1) suggests content and approaches the
LEP may wish to follow, however it is recognised that each LEP may well have the aspects
identified addressed by other work, research and studies previously undertaken, and
therefore there is no prescription as to how the information should be presented.
LEPs will have their own view on sources of data and information, including from their own
networks, central national data, UKCES, national standards, as well as through more
qualitative approaches including feedback and views from the area. The Joint Area Review
Delivery Unit (JARDU) are able to provide summary headline data from UKCES for those
LEPs who would like it as supplementary information, or who do not have access to their
own data. An example of the data JARDU could provide is included in annex 2.
The LEP analysis should present a clear analysis of predictions and forecasts to inform the
changes that need to be made to the post 16 education and skills provision within their area
to meet future need and demand. The analysis is intended to: use standard information and
data wherever possible, to enable comparability; be clear and transparent; be about aspects
and changes that are going to happen and which are specific to the area; and inclusive of
replacement demand wherever possible.
There are five key areas that should be considered:
• Economic forecasts
• Economic projections
• Aspirational sectors
• One-issue forecasts
• ‘Other’ aspects that should be considered
The five key areas should combine to justify the LEP’s Skills Conclusion
Each of the five key areas should be as specific as possible in all aspects of forecasting,
identifying specific numbers, expectations, levels and be explicit about:
• Source: what standards / information source are used; specifics and reference to the
data set/s; currency / date of publications (hyperlinks or specific data sets as annex if
required)
• Key aspects and analysis of the forecast: what the key aspects and influences of
the source are and the LEP analysis of those aspects;
• Assumptions and degree of confidence: assumptions that have been made in the
data source and in the analysis; what is the degree of confidence the LEP has in the
forecast);
• LEP Hypothesis: the LEPS perspective, expectations and implications of the
analysis including to what degree the skills system supports this currently.
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Economic forecasts
The LEPS prediction for the Economic forecast for the area. There are several reliable
sources for information, Working Futures is an example and the national standard, but any
other reliable source can be used. As all forecasts are assumption-based their validity
varies. The more transparent the greater confidence can be had in the forecast. Therefore
please include your degree of confidence and additional information relating to clarity /
transparency of forecast and hypothesis.
Economic projections
The LEPs prediction for Economic projections for the area. There are several reliable
sources for information, Working Futures is an example, but any other reliable source can be
used. Although economic projections tend to assume that past performance is a good guide
to future performance, this is not necessarily the case. For example they tell us nothing
about replacement demand: new hires needed to replace people who leave; sectors with
fast-turnover can be shrinking but still need lots of new hires; replacement demand can often
dwarf any overall growth in a sector.
Aspirational sectors
The LEPs prediction for Aspirational Sectors for the area, sectors that are new, expected to
grow and provide new employment and those that are expected to present ongoing and
replacement demand including Apprenticeships. It can often be less precise identifying and
predicting aspirational sectors, relying possibly less directly on data and more on
intelligence. Can be described as the ‘white heat of technology’. Aspirational Sectors are
often small and employ mostly / all [post-] graduates such as: Biotech; Advanced
Engineering and similar. Identification of Aspirational Sectors can be helpful in informing
future specialisations and can be a guide to what A-levels, higher level qualifications and
Higher Apprenticeships might lead people to the degrees and post-graduate qualifications
which take them into these more high-tech industries.
One-issue forecasts
The LEPs prediction for One-issue forecasts for the area. This section should additionally
consider investment plans articulated in the LEP’s Growth Deal as well as other investment
in the area. These tend to be specific developments within an area that will have a significant
impact on skills demands. For instance: economic development ‘X’ will yield the following
demand for skills… Examples may include: the implications for HS2 in Birmingham;
projections for airport growth-related skills needs at specific airports; Crossrail requirements;
LEPs/LAs might have particular requirements around specific projects.
‘Other’ aspects that should be considered
The LEPs forecast for ‘Other’ issues that should be considered for the area. This will vary
significantly from area to area but aspects that should be included in the forecast are:
Jobcentre vacancies; Output from UKCES, employer surveys; Output from any other skills
surveys. Additionally please consider how responsive the provider base is in your area, how
effective they have been at predicting, planning and responding to changes in demand.
Skills Conclusion
The analysis should combine to support the LEP’s expectation and vision for skills within the
area. The conclusions, informed by the analysis will clearly articulate the LEP’s expectations,
implications and vision for the changes and developments needed post 16 education and
skills within the area. This should include indication of size, scale and numbers, referencing
the relevant data and analysis. The conclusion should predominately focus on the Colleges
in scope for the Area Review, however you may wish to consider the implications and impact
for the wider provision. The conclusion should illustrate: what jobs there will be; where jobs
be; what skills will be needed for the jobs (levels, sector/occupation specific and
transferrable); what is needed from the FE sector (changes / more of the same / less of);
2

when it is needed; and what level is needed. Please describe how the LEP committed capital
investment in skills and expectations for future investment supports the LEPs Skills and
education conclusion

3

ANNEX 1 – SUGGESTED PRO-FORMA – NOT REQUIRED IN THIS FORMAT
LEP
Area
Review

Date
compiled
Contact
name
Email
phone
LEP analysis to inform Area Reviews Pro-forma

Purpose: The purpose of the LEP analysis pro-forma is to provide a format to support the
LEP present a clear analysis of predictions and forecasts to inform the changes that need to
be made to the skills provision within their area to meet future need and demand. However it
is recognised that LEPS may wish to use other formats.
Economic forecasts
Guidance: Please use the section below to outline the LEPS prediction for the Economic
forecast for the area. There are several reliable sources for information, Working Futures is
an example and the national standard, but any other reliable source can be used. As all
forecasts are assumption-based their validity varies. The more transparent the greater
confidence can be had in the forecast. Therefore please include your degree of confidence
and additional information relating to clarity / transparency of forecast and hypothesis.
Please be a specific as possible in all aspects of forecasting, identifying specific numbers,
expectations and levels.
Source (please identify: what standards / information source you are using; the specifics
and reference to the data set/s; the currency / date of publication; add hyperlinks or specific
data sets as annex if required):

Key aspects and analysis of the forecast (please identify: what the key aspects and
influences are and the LEP analysis of those aspects):

Assumptions and degree of confidence (please identify: assumptions that have been
made in the data source and in the analysis; what is the degree of confidence the LEP has in
the forecast):

LEP Hypothesis (Please detail the LEPS perspective, expectations and implications of the
analysis including to what degree the skills system supports this currently):

Economic projections
Guidance: Please use the section below to outline the LEPs prediction for Economic
projections for the area. There are several reliable sources for information, Working Futures
is an example, but any other reliable source can be used. Although economic projections
tend to assume that past performance is a good guide to future performance, this is not
necessarily the case. For example they tell us nothing about replacement demand: new
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hires needed to replace people who leave; sectors with fast-turnover can be shrinking but
still need lots of new hires; replacement demand can often dwarf any overall growth in a
sector. Please be a specific as possible in all aspects of projections, identifying specific
numbers, expectations and levels.
Source (please identify: what standards / information source you are using; the specifics
and reference to the data set/s; the currency / date of publication; add hyperlinks or specific
data sets as annex if required):

Key aspects and analysis of the projection (please identify: what the key aspects and
influences are and the LEP analysis of those aspects):

Assumptions and degree of confidence (please identify: assumptions that have been
made in the data source and in the analysis; what is the degree of confidence the LEP has in
the prediction):

LEP Hypothesis (Please detail the LEPS perspective, expectations and implications of the
analysis including to what degree the skills system supports this currently):

Aspirational sectors
Guidance: Please use the section below to outline the LEPs prediction for Aspirational
Sectors for the area, sectors that are new, expected to grow and provide new employment
and those that are expected to present ongoing and replacement demand including
Apprenticeships. It can often be less precise identifying and predicting aspirational sectors,
relying possibly less directly on data and more on intelligence. Can be described as the
‘white heat of technology’. Aspirational Sectors are often small and employ mostly / all [post-]
graduates such as: Biotech; Advanced Engineering and similar. Identification of Aspirational
Sectors can be helpful in informing future specialisations and can be a guide to what Alevels, higher level qualifications and Higher Apprenticeships might lead people to the
degrees and doctorates which take them into these more high-tech industries. Please be a
specific as possible in all aspects of forecasting, identifying specific numbers, expectations
and levels.
Source (please identify: what standards / information / intelligence source you are using;
the specifics and reference to the data set/s; the currency / date of publication; add
hyperlinks or specific data sets as annex if required):

Key aspects and analysis of the prediction (please identify: what the key aspects and
influences are and the LEP analysis of those aspects):

Assumptions and degree of confidence (please identify: assumptions that have been
made in the data / intelligence source and in the analysis; what is the degree of confidence
the LEP has in the forecast):
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LEP Hypothesis (Please detail the LEPS perspective, expectations and implications of the
analysis including to what degree the skills system supports this currently):

One-issue forecasts
Guidance: Please use the section below to outline the LEPs prediction for One-issue
forecasts for the area. This section should additionally consider investment plans articulated
in the LEP’s Growth Deal as well as other investment in the area. These tend to be specific
developments within an area that will have a significant impact on skills demands. For
instance: economic development ‘X’ will yield the following demand for skills… Examples
may include: the implications for HS2 in Birmingham; projections for airport growth-related
skills needs at specific airports; Crossrail requirements; LEPs/LAs might have particular
requirements around specific projects. Please be a specific as possible in all aspects of
forecasting, identifying specific numbers, expectations and levels.
Source (please identify: what standards / information / intelligence source you are using;
the specifics and reference to the data set/s; the currency / date of publication; add
hyperlinks or specific data sets as annex if required):

Key aspects and analysis of the forecast (please identify: what the key aspects and
influences are and the LEP analysis of those aspects):

Assumptions and degree of confidence (please identify: assumptions that have been
made in the data source and in the analysis; what is the degree of confidence the LEP has in
the forecast):

LEP Hypothesis (Please detail the LEPS perspective, expectations and implications of the
analysis including to what degree the skills system supports this currently):

‘Other’ aspects that should be considered
Guidance: Please use the section below to outline the LEPs forecast for ‘Other’ issues that
should be considered for the area. This will vary significantly from area to area but aspects
that should be included in the forecast are: Jobcentre vacancies; Output from UKCES
employer surveys; Output from any other skills surveys. Additionally please consider how
responsive the provider base is in your area, how effective they have been at predicting,
planning and responding to changes in demand. Please be a specific as possible in all
aspects of forecasting, identifying specific numbers, expectations and levels.
Source (please identify: what standards / information / survey source you are using; the
specifics and reference to the data set/s; the currency / date of publication; add hyperlinks or
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specific data sets as annex if required):

Key aspects and analysis of the forecast (please identify: what the key aspects and
influences are and the LEP analysis of those aspects):

Assumptions and degree of confidence (please identify: assumptions that have been
made in the data source and in the analysis; what is the degree of confidence the LEP has in
the forecast):

LEP Hypothesis (Please detail the LEPS perspective, expectations and implications of the
analysis including to what degree the skills system supports this currently):

Skills Conclusion
LEP expectation and vision for skills within the area (please detail: conclusions from the
above analysis; expectations, implications and vision for the changes and developments
needed skills within the area. Where possible please include indication of size, scale and
numbers, referencing back to relevant data and analysis. Please describe how the LEP
committed capital investment in skills and expectations for future investment supports the
LEPs Skills and education conclusion):
Analysis:
What the jobs will be:
Where the jobs be:
What skills people will need for the jobs (levels, sector/occupation specific and
transferrable):
Therefore:
What is needed from the FE sector (changes / more of the same / less of):
When it is needed:
What level is needed:

Support through capital investment by LEP:

Annex 2
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The embedded spreadsheet illustrates the data that JARDU could provide to those LEPs
who would find it useful as additional information, or for those not able to access alternative
data. Should you want a copy of the data for your area please email your request to JARDU
at area.reviews@education.gsi.gov.uk stating the Area Review you require the data for,
they LEP/s it refers to and the LEP key contact.

Illustrative data
available to LEPS from
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Local Authority Engagement in Area Reviews

We will ask local authorities to make an input at the first steering group meeting on
the local area, its needs and the challenges that can be addressed through the
review. This should include:
•

Demographics and deprivation: Do you have information, data and
intelligence that would be helpful in showing the local demographic picture for
the age 16-19 cohort: declines, rises, and deprivation? For example:
o What is the picture of decline and recovery?
o Are there housing or transport developments that will impact?
o Are there variations in the pattern across the area and when does the
primary surge start to move through into post-16?
o To what degree and what assumptions are there about forecasting?

•

Participation: Data available for the area review is based on the Statistical
First Release data, which is not always a true reflection of local movement.
o Do you have further data and information that would update this profile,
beyond that submitted? (and what assumptions are there about
forecasting?)
o Do you have any information, based on year 11 participation and Basic
Need data, to indicate likely demand on post-16 institutions and are
there housing or transport developments that will impact on these
projections?
o Are there specific aspects that you would like to see identified through
the review?

•

Local learner outcomes: Again data used by the area review will be based
on published data.
o Do you have any concerns that you wish to raise about local learner
outcomes? This should include any specific concerns about outcomes
for young people with characteristics protected by the Equality Act 2010.
o Where LAs have conducted their own recent analysis of learner
outcomes, such as A level performance, sharing with area review will be
a helpful contribution

•

High needs post-16 provision: Local authorities have a statutory duty around
ensuring that there is sufficient suitable provision for their residents aged 1619 and a particular duty and commission role in relation to learners with
additional needs. It is therefore important that LAs come to the meetings with
a view on any gaps in provision for these learners and any issues regarding
quality. The data available to the area review team comprises numbers of
1

funded places only at the initial stage and does not reflect actual delivery or
the totality of the SEND offer.
o Are there any available forecasts of SEN levels/specialisms required
locally for the future?
o Are there current gaps in provision that colleges might be able to fill –
e.g. by increasing capacity in order to reduce the number of young
people attending residential provision?
o Are there any particular issues around either the supply of suitable
provision for SEN learners or the outcomes that you wish to mention?
o Is there further specific points about SEND and High Needs you would
like to see articulated in the review?
•

Gaps in provision: Are there any particular gaps in provision for young
people in general or in specific geographical areas?
o What are the gaps (sector or type of provision/geography/numbers)?
o What action have you taken so far to fill those?
o This should include any specific concerns about outcomes for young
people with characteristics protected by the Equality Act 2010.

•

Configuration of provision: Does the LA have any views on the current
configuration of post-16 provision and any recommendations to improve
access to learners, specialist accommodation, building condition or travel
arrangements?

•

Skills: Both the LAs and the LEP(s) involved in the review will have a role to
play in specifying the skills needs and the skills gaps for the future.

There is an expectation that the LA will come to the first Steering Group with some
input on the aspects detailed above – either in the form of a position statement or a
slide presentation. The skills template provided should result in some information to
respond to the following questions:
•
•
•
•

What are areas of employment growth for the area and why?
Where are the gaps between the current skills available and what will be
needed for the future?
What are the keys areas of development / change that need to be considered
in the review?
What part do you expect the colleges to play in this?

2

Input at the meetings
Challenge role: local authorities have a role in providing challenge on emerging
options to ensure that the needs of all learners and employers will be met by any
potential changes.
Schools engagement in the area review process: While JARDU will supply the
base post-16 schools data, LAs and RSCs will be able to provide input on issues
around schools or applications in the pipeline for new post-16 provision. It will be
important to agree early who writes to the schools/academies, whether there is
potential/need to run any schools engagement sessions with representative leads
and how the feedback is collected. A suggested standard letter templates will be
provided when a review starts and this can be sent from LAs with responses coming
into the area reviews mailbox.
Facilitating employer/council engagement: LAs and LEPs will also be able to
provide some input on the employer voice and may be able to facilitate engagement
of employer groups, district councils etc. where this will be helpful to providing insight
into local needs.

Contact: area.reviews@education.gsi.gov.uk. Once an area review is announced,
the lead for the area review team will be in touch with local authorities about the
expectations and requirements for the review

3

Draft letter from RSC/LA to schools
Dear
Insert review area Post 16 Area Review
I am writing to invite you to submit your views in regard to the area review currently
being undertaken in insert area. On 8 September the Government published a plan
to carry out a national programme of area-based reviews of post-16 education and
training institutions. This will be focused in particular on creating more financially
stable and efficient colleges but also on improving collaboration across different
types of institution 1.
Reviews are designed to deliver:
• Institutions which are financially viable, sustainable, resilient and efficient, and
deliver maximum value for public investment
• An offer that meets each area’s educational and economic needs
• Providers with strong reputations and greater specialisation
• Sufficient access to high quality and relevant education and training for all
• Provision which reflects changes in government funding priorities and future
demand.
Overall, the reviews are likely to result in fewer, larger, more resilient and efficient
colleges but as part of the review the availability, quality and relevance of all post-16
provision will be considered.
An area review for insert area was launched in insert month and will result in
recommended options by insert month 2016. A local steering group has been
established to oversee and steer the review’s work, including analysis and
consideration of options for change.
The steering group is composed of the following colleges:
Insert list
They will be joined by representatives from local authorities and the LEP. The
Further Education Commissioner, Sixth Form Colleges Commissioner, and the
funding agencies are also represented on the steering group, and the Regional
Schools Commissioner will work jointly with the local authority representatives to
ensure that the schools perspective is reflected in the discussions.
This is an important opportunity to shape FE provision for learners and employers in
insert area and to ensure clear, high quality professional and technical routes to
employment, alongside robust academic routes, and better responsiveness to local
1

The policy document can be found at www.gov.uk/government/publications/post-16-education-andtraining-institutions-review and the detailed guidance on area reviews can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/post-16-education-and-training-institutions-area-basedreviews

employer needs delivered by strong, high status, and where relevant specialist,
institutions.
We are particularly interested in how young people progress through the system
from one provider to another, the effectiveness of those progression routes, and how
they align with local economic need.
While the focus of area reviews is on college-based provision, the challenges facing
the post-16 sector apply across the board and we need all providers to engage
proactively with the review.
I would therefore welcome your views on this review, particularly in relation to the
following questions, together with any supporting data or information which you wish
to share with the review team:
1. What are the strengths of post-16 provision in your area? How can those
strengths be capitalised on further?
2. What are the weaknesses of post-16 provision and how should they be
addressed?
3. Are progression routes to both academic and the full range of vocational
provision post-16 clear to your students? If not, how could they be improved?
4. Is there sufficient breadth and quality in the post-16 offer to young people in
your local area?
5. Do you have collaborative links to local colleges? How could these be
improved, for the benefit of young people?
6. Any ideas for the improvement of provision in your local area eg consolidation
or further specialisation?
7. Do you believe that local school sixth form provision is sustainable in your
area?
8. Any other comments you wish to make on the review?
Please send these to the area review
mailbox, Area.REVIEWS@education.gsi.gov.uk, with the title “insert Area Review”
by insert date.
Many thanks.
Yours sincerely
RSC or DCS

Martin Yaerdley
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country LEP

By email

8 March 2016

Dear Sarah,
BIS funding for adult education and skills provision in 2016/17 and beyond
I am writing to you because the Skills Funding Agency will shortly be notifying Further Education
colleges, local authority adult education services and other providers of their 2016/17 academic
year allocations of funding. This is a good moment to set out the Government’s strategy to better
meet the needs of employers, learners and local areas by establishing a skills system that is more
responsive to local economic needs. As a LEP Chief Executive in an area where the combined
authority has signed a devolution deal which includes assuming responsibility for the Adult
Education Budget (AEB) in 2018/19, you are working with us in driving forward a key aspect of that
strategy.
The funding for the period 2016-17 to 2019/20 is a good settlement for adult further education in
the context of a spending review where the Government has again stressed its commitment to
securing the public finances. Over this Parliament, we will see a real terms increase of 30% in
resources made available by the Government for adult further education. This results from our
continuing diversification of how financial support for adult learning is structured: we are able to
protect in cash terms across the period the core grant funding for non-apprenticeship learning; we
are expanding the advanced learner loans programme significantly; and from 2017-18, the
apprenticeship levy will bring in new resources to support apprenticeship training.

-

We have simplified our approach to grant-funded non-apprenticeship learning, with the introduction
of a single Adult Education Budget (AEB). This replaces three budgets formerly dealing with
classroom learning, community-based learning and help with additional costs. We have also
streamlined the rules for the new budget. This means that colleges and providers in your locality
have more flexibility to deliver the outcomes needed locally. We continue to require that colleges
provide evidence, as a condition of funding, that they are making best endeavours to meet the
needs of LEPs where they deliver significant amounts of training. Our new arrangements give
them more scope to be innovative and effective in meeting those local priorities.
The Government is keen to go further in decentralising the operation of the AEB, as the provision it
supports is in many ways a local service. It helps unemployed people to get sustainable
employment in local labour markets; it supports community-based learning to engage

Bay Orchard 1, 1 Victoria Street, London, SW1H 0ET
www. gov.uk/bis
Direct Line 020 7215 6392 | Enquiries 020 7215 5000
Email michael.keoghan@bis.gsi.gov.uk | Enquiries enquiries@bis.gov.uk

disadvantaged people who are distant from the labour market; it addresses poor numeracy and
literacy; and it gives young adults a second chance to achieve levels of education we would have
wished them to obtain in school education. Many of these learners benefit from a range of local
services, so there is considerable scope for greater effectiveness through aligned service delivery.
For these reasons, the Government believes that in the right circumstances, it would be better for
control of the AEB to lie locally. West Midlands is at the forefront of this development, as one of
the five combined authorities already to have signed a devolution deal, which includes full transfer
of AEB from 2018/19 1. We expect an increasing number of such deals to be signed during this
Parliament.
We are embarking on a substantial period of preparation and transition with local areas that have
devolution deals and were pleased to welcome representatives from West Midlands at a workshop
on 25 February. There is much to be done ahead of devolution of the AEB to meet the set of
readiness conditions detailed in your Deal. We are putting in place a programme of work for us to
carry out together by the end of this year, so that Parliament can legislate to enable transfer to the
Combined Authority of the appropriate powers and duties that currently sit with the Secretary of
State in respect of AEB provision. We are currently planning that Orders will be laid in Parliament
in the spring of 2017. I thank you in advance for the collaborative efforts of local authority,
combined authority and LEP staff in helping us build up effective local commissioning of AEB over
the next two years, in advance of full devolution. I am aware that colleagues across Government
departments are currently engaged with West Midlands in discussing prospects for further
alignment of AEB devolution and LEP geography in the region.
Localisation, however, is not just about financial allocations but also how provision is best
structured to meet the economic and educational needs of each part of the country. This is why I
would encourage you to participate fully in the programme of area reviews currently under way.
Only through truly effective local leadership of the review process will we achieve our aim of
creating a more diverse and specialised network of colleges, able to meet the post-16 vocational
education needs of each area, and with the financially stability to support localities’ needs in the
decades to come. I am very grateful for the commitment shown by local authorities, combined
authorities, and LEPs to the area reviews in the first two waves and look forward to others rising to
the challenge as the remaining three waves unfold this year. A link to Government’s latest
guidance on Area Reviews can be found here. 2
Yours sincerely,
By email

Mike Keoghan

1

The others are Sheffield City Region, North East, Tees Valley and Liverpool City Region
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/504212/BIS-16-118-reviewingpost-16-education-and-training-institutions-updated-guidance-on-area-reviews.pdf
2
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
14th March 2016
Black Country LEP Communications report for February 2016.

1.

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of LEP communications activity and its
impact in February 2016.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board notes this report.

3. Communications report
3.1 Focus of activity
• PR and campaign development for MIPIM
• Skills Factory marketing and communications of an apprenticeship breakfast event
• Growth Deal project promotion
• West Midlands Combined Authority
• Broadband
3.12 Website
The LEP website featured 4 news stories in February.
3.13 Tweets
LEP followers increased from 4,594 followers on 31 January to 4,718 on 29 February.
•

18 Tweets in February.

Top Tweet earned 1,997 impressions
@BCCCmembers president & BC LEP board member @ninderjohal shortlisted for key
non-executive director award bit.ly/1nMaIe3

3.14 LinkedIn
Membership of the Black Country LEP LinkedIn group stayed the same with 1523
members.

3.2

MIPIM 2016
The LEP are Strategic Partners at this year’s MIPIM event as part of the Greater
Birmingham stand. A marketing and communication plan is currently being devised for
Invest Black Country, in conjunction with Marketing Birmingham.
The LEP’s activity will be PR and social media based, with presentations at MIPIM. We will
be launching the prospectuses for High Value Manufacturing City and Garden City.

1
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Activity will revolve around the theme of ‘Make you Mark’ and will follow a tagline of
‘Today, Tomorrow and Beyond’
We currently have interest in running a national exclusive story on Garden City.
Board representation will be Tom Westley and Chris Handy.

3.3

West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA)
The LEP are currently working with the WMCA communications team to devise a business
engagement plan for the West Midlands Strategic Economic Plan.
This involves communicating with businesses from all sectors across a variety of
communications channels.

3.4

Skills Factory
The LEP and the Skills Factory joined forces with the Skills Funding Agency (SFA) to
highlight to employers the benefits of the new apprenticeship trailblazer frameworks and
apprenticeship levy at a very successful event on 2nd March.
Apprenticeship specialists from the Black Country and the SFA outlined the changes to
apprenticeships as well as hosted a Q&A session for Black Country employers keen to
make the most out of the forthcoming Government changes.
Due to the success of the event, an additional event is being planned for the end of March.

3.5

Broadband
Working alongside BT, PR activity was issued for 10,000 home passed at the end of
February. We are working towards further PR activity focused on demand stimulation.
The new e newsletter launched for MPs at the end of January, will now be rolled out to
local authority councillors to engage them and the local authority comms teams with
Broadband activity. This will be a bi monthly newsletter.

3.6

Invest Black Country (IBC)
The Black Country will be sending a delegation of 5 personnel to MIPIM 2016 and will be
promoting 4 key opportunities.
1)Launch: The Black Country Garden City prospectus
2)Transforming cities – Making it happen in Wolverhampton
3)Launch: of the Black Country’s High Value Manufacturing City
4)Launch: Black Country Industrial Land Transformation
The Team will also be undertaking a series of 1-2-1 appointments and will present the
region at the launch of the Midlands Engine Pitchbook.
IBC have 733Twitter followers and 86 LinkedIn group members at 31 January.
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3.7

Black Country LEP Annual Event
A date has now been set for the LEP Annual event. It will be a breakfast event on 11th
May, venue tbc.
The event will have a West Midlands Combined Authority focus and will be an open
audience.
A save the date announcement was issued in the March e newsletter and bookings will be
open towards the end of the month.

3.8

Media coverage
The advertising equivalent value of the coverage achieved:
February

£97,045.80

February Details:
General
£31 million music college planned for Brierley Hill Waterfront
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 05/02/2016, Unattributed
“This will have a huge positive impact on the local economy and will bring hundreds of students to the area.”
The project is looking for funding from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, with the rest of the
money coming from private investment. Bosses say discussions are still ongoing as to which of the existing
Waterfront buildings.
PTE closes in on Metro extensions alliance
Transport Xtra (Web), 05/02/2016, Unattributed
existing city centre extension, with opening in 2018/19. • Wolverhampton city centre extension: extending the
existing line one to serve the city’s bus and railway stations. The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership is
to part-fund the works. This extension is planned for opening in 2018/19. • Edgbaston extension, Birmingham:
extending from Centenary Square along
Getting the Lowe-down on business
Walsall Chronicle (Main), 04/02/2016, p.5, Unattributed
Hub marks the start of a new era for Walsall in defining the future skills needed in our economy." During the
event the college hosted a panel discussion, led by Stewart Towe CBE, chairman and managing director of
The Hadley Group. The panel featured local industry leaders committed to increasing prosperity across the
borough, including director of learning and development
Green light given to over 300 homes
Express and Star (Sandwell) (Main), 11/02/2016, p.5, David Cosgrove
and Macarthur Road will be bulldozed to allow a new housing estate comprising of 351 homes to be created.
Sandwell Council has been handed more than £5 million from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
in support of the plan. A report created ahead of an upcoming meeting encourages council planners to approve
the outline plans.
BT Confirm Next Areas to Get Superfast Broadband in the Black Country
ISPreview (Web), 11/02/2016, Mark Jackson
and faster with fibre broadband.” Unfortunately the project doesn’t have a dedicated website like other such
state aid supported deployments, although you can find some information on the Black Country LEP site.
[sourcelink]
Superfast internet rolled out to 10,000
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 12/02/2016, p.20, Unattributed
to the Black Country Broadband Project. Parts of Dudley, Walsall, Wednesbury, West Bromwich and
Wolverhampton are among the latest areas to benefit from the project which is being led by Black Country
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Local Enterprise Partnership and BT. They include: Bentley, Blackheath, Brierley Hill, Castle, Darlaston,
Ettingshall, Netherton, Priory, Rowley, St Andrews, St James', St Paul's, St Thomas's, the centre of
Greater Birmingham?s `Today, Tomorrow and Beyond? showcased to investors at MIPIM 2016
Downtown In Business (Web), 18/02/2016, Unattributed
will add over £1 billon to the economy, bring forward over 150 hectares of land for advanced manufacturing
and create over 25,000 jobs. The launch event will be led by Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership board
member, Tom Westley, and will form one of many key investment opportunities showcasing the Black Country
area.
Work starts on science block
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 19/02/2016, p.17, Unattributed
some shared workspace and laboratory and testing space for prototypes, as well as a cafe. The project has
been funded through a £4.8m grant from the Growth Deal to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership,
with the remaining £5.3m coming from the University of Wolverhampton. Deputy vice-chancellor Professor Ian
Oakes, said: "This exciting new development will be the only facility
350 homes aim to transform eyesore
Express and Star (Dudley) (Main), 19/02/2016, p.1, Unattributed
Woods Lane and Macarthur Road will be bulldozed to make way for a housing estate comprising of 351
homes. Sandwell Council has been handed more than £5 million from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership in support of the plan. The plans were approved at a planning committee meeting on Wednesday.
Despite approval for the scheme being granted, Councillor Steve
REVVING UP THE ENGINE
Business Insider (East Midlands) (Main), 01/03/2016, p.36, Unattributed
including Paradise, Smithfield and Arena Central in Birmingham, as well as the Black Country enterprise zone.
John Clancy, leader of Birmingham City Council, will be attending alongside representatives from the Black
Country local enterprise partnership (LEP), Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council and the Greater Birmingham
& Solihull LEP. "With so many sites to showcase, led by schemes including our HS2 stations
Thomas Dudley acquires firm to ramp up exports
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 23/02/2016, p.21, Unattributed
Manufacturing Skills project which is to open in 2017. The centre will have branches in Wolverhampton, Dudley
and West Bromwich. It got the go-ahead after £7.6m was allocated by The Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership through its Growth Deal. It will offer specialist training in toolmaking, foundry skills, pattern making
and metal forming. forging, advanced computer control, manufacturing management and
A tale of new cities
Show House (Main), 01/02/2016, p.81, Unattributed
city's sheer number of sites will attract attention - and investment - from around the world. "Greater Birmingham
will once again be catching the attention of the global investment community." Black Country LEP's Tom
Westley says this year's delegation will be its biggest yet. "The region's investment potential has gained real
momentum and remains highly competitive.
£500k University of Wolverhampton apprenticeship hub under way at former Wolves match day pub
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 25/02/2016, Unattributed
of the former Wolves match day pub, The Feathers, started this week, with an official opening planned for the
summer. The project will include £200,000 of funding from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership. The
1940s building, in Molineux Street, was bought by the university in 2014. The new hub will become the
university’s focal point for potential
Light rail on track to open in 2019 as funds sought
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 25/02/2016, p.2, Unattributed
are also looking at opportunities for external funding over the next few months, to make sure we hit our
planned completion in spring 2019." Warwick Manufacturing Group is working with Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership, Dudley Council and Dudley College to develop a Light Rail Innovation Centre in
Dudley.
Appliance of science as project starts
Wolverhampton Chronicle (Main), 25/02/2016, p.20, Unattributed
a destination for science- based businesses that is not currently available in the Black Country. The project has
been funded through a £4.8m grant from the Growth Deal to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership,
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with the remaining £5.3m coming from the University of Wolverhampton. Develop Designed by the Fairhurst
Design Group and built by Clegg Construction, the centre
West Midlands Combined Authority
Positive response to WMCA survey
Birminghamnewsroom.com (Web), 17/02/2016, Unattributed
interests to form a Combined Authority for the West Midlands.” Ends The West Midlands Combined Authority is
based on the geography of the three Local Enterprise Partnerships which cover the Black Country, Coventry
and Warwickshire and Greater Birmingham and Solihull. The WMCA is being led by the seven metropolitan
councils: Birmingham, Dudley Sandwell, Solihull, Walsall and Wolverhampton. [sourcelink]

Skills Factory
£7.6m fund for flagship project to boost skills
Stourbridge Chronicle (Main), 04/02/2016, p.13, Unattributed
Metal joining and advanced machining training will be covered by the installation of new equipment and the use
of existing equipment at the recently opened Dudley Advance at Dudley College. Stewart Towe, chairman of
the Black Country LEP, said: "This approval of funding is fantastic news for the high value manufacturing
sector in the Black Country. "Through the Elite Centre
Apprenticeships on the menu at Black Country breakfast event
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 09/02/2016, p.21, Unattributed
levy which comes into force in April 2017. The new levy of 0.5 per cent on company payrolls will raise £3 billion
and fund three million apprenticeships by 2020. Stewart Towe, chairman of BCLEP, said: "This breakfast event
is a great opportunity for employers to bring themselves up-to-date on apprenticeships and hear first-hand the
benefits apprenticeships can have for

Enterprise Zone
MUCKLOW PARK i54 OCCUPIES A PRIME POSITION WITHIN ONE OFTHE WEST MIDLAND'S MOST
IMPORTANT ADVANCED MANUFACTURING HUBS
Midlands Commercial Property Register (Main), 03/03/2016, p.12, Unattributed
i54 South Staffordshire is a 239 acre (97 hectare) business park just north of Wolverhampton, occupying a
prime location within Che Black Country Enterprise Zone. Its position adjacent to the M54, and its own
dedicated access tojunction 2, make it one of Che best connected and most central hubs for advanced

4. Financial Implications
None identified
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Katherine Birch
LEP Communications
01384 471133
katherine_birch@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

Source Documents:
The media coverage is referenced for its source and is in the public domain.
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Made in the Black Country, Sold Around the World

Black Country LEP Communications Report – February 2016
Overview
•
•
•
•
•

Broadband boost to 10,000 Black Country homes and businesses PR
MIPIM 2016 PR campaign
Promotion of EU attitudes survey
Promotion of Skills Funding Agency Apprenticeship Changes & New Apprenticeships breakfast event for employers
James Bridge PR

Website analytics

Total visits 212

Users 127

Page views 797

Top pages:

Social media analytics
LEP followers increased from 4,594 followers on 31 January 2016 to 4,718 on 29
February 2016.

Tweets
Tweet
impressions
Profile visits
Mentions
New followers

January
2016

February
2016

33
25.4k

18
15.9k

1,152
36
146

909
42
124

Followers:

Top Tweet earned 1,997 impressions
.@BCCCmembers president & BC LEP board member @ninderjohal
shortlisted for key non-executive director award bit.ly/1nMaIe3

1523
members

Media coverage & AVE
The advertising equivalent value of the coverage achieved:

February 2016 £97,045.80 (January 2016 £99,425.20)
IN FOR A LONG WAIT? - £14,768.32
Estates Gazette (Main), 27/02/2016, p.76, Mark Smullian
[HL]:-IN FOR A LONG WAIT? [SB
A tale of new cities – £5,518.80
Show House (Main), 01/02/2016, p.81, Unattributed
city's sheer number of sites will attract attention - and investment - from around the world. "Greater Birmingham will once again be catching the
attention of the global investment community." Black Country LEP's Tom Westley says this year's delegation will be its biggest yet. "The region's
investment potential has gained real momentum and remains highly competitive. Delegates will be able
#500k University of Wolverhampton apprenticeship hub under way at former Wolves match day pub - £5,192
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 25/02/2016, Unattributed
of the former Wolves match day pub, The Feathers, started this week, with an official opening planned for the summer. The project will include
£200,000 of funding from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership. The 1940s building, in Molineux Street, was bought by the university in
2014. The new hub will become the university’s focal point for potential
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
14th March 2016
Midlands Engine and Midlands Connect
1.

Introduction
Attached to this report are the latest updates from the Midlands Connect and Engine
Teams for Members information and comment.

2.

Recommendations

2.1 That the progress of the development of the Midlands Engine and Connect be noted.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Nigel Easom
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: nigel_easom@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Documents: Attached.

1

Midlands Engine Update – March 1, 2016
What’s been going on
Work to deliver greater regional economic growth and productivity improvement
continues. To develop a strong Midlands Engine brand, recent work has focused on
creating the right arrangements to best reflect regional diversity and strength, and
take forward schemes in the ME Prospectus.
Mike Carr, Greater Birmingham & Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership (GBS
LEP) Programme Delivery Director, and David Sharif, the new interim Midlands
Delivery Director, have met with regional key officers and leads to discuss these
important next steps.
Senior ME representatives from the region met with Minister for Local Government
Marcus Jones on February 2. The Minister and his officials discussed the
importance of the ME driving forward its agenda and he was updated on each of the
ME thematic components.
Work continuing this month (March)
The Senior Steering Group met in Nottingham on Tuesday February 23. Members
were given an update on the February 2 Ministerial meeting, promotion of the (now
completed) pitchbook presentation for MIPIM 2016 (see below) and on current ME
work relating to implementation planning, governance arrangements, Skills, Midlands
Connect, Finance for Business, Innovation, Economic Planning, and the ME Budget
2016 ‘asks’ submitted to Government. Paul Harris from Rolls Royce spoke on behalf
of several manufacturers on establishing a proposed supply chain group that could
really drive through productivity improvements. The group also received updates on
central resourcing and communications and discussed a proposed Midlands Engine
conference, to be held at Nottingham Trent University this summer (date TBC).
**All relevant meetings papers and meeting minutes are attached to this email.
Midlands Engine Pitchbook - MIPIM 2016
A Midlands Engine Pitchbook has been developed for launch at the MIPIM property
conference in Cannes later this month (March). Midlands Engine Partners have
worked closely with the UKTI Regeneration Investment Organisation (RIO) to
produce the Pitchbook, which contains regeneration investment opportunities from

each of the 11 LEP areas and a foreword by Business Secretary Sajid Javid. The
launch at MIPIM is a significant opportunity to showcase the Midlands Engine and
position it as one the most investment worthy regions in the world.
First Midlands Engine trade mission to US and Canada – April 18 to 21
The above item was also discussed at the February 23 SSG meeting.
This trade mission will be led by Business Secretary Sajid Javid. To ideally feature
the Midlands large corporates, MSBs (money services businesses), SMEs (small
and medium-sized enterprises) and companies looking to sell inward investment
opportunities. The mission will aim to have no more than 50 participants. Sectors to
be focused on are yet to be finalised but are likely to be advanced manufacturing
including transport technologies (auto, rail, aero), creative and digital industries, food
and drink, medical technologies. It’s expected that grants will be made available for
any eligible SMEs taking part in the visit. A list of potential trade mission
companies/delegates will be provided to BIS (the Dept of Business, Innovation and
Skills) this month (February). LEPs within the ME region are being asked to suggest
relevant companies to take part.
Midlands Engine Economic Planning Theme Group.
LEP-nominated individuals are being asked to attend this Group’s first meeting,
which will be held on Tuesday March 15th, from 10.30am to 12noon, at Nottingham
Trent University, Burton Street, Nottingham, NG1 4BU. There will also be the
opportunity to take part via teleconference.
The initial focus of our first meeting will be to determine how we progress work under
the Economic Planning Theme and address permanent governance arrangements.
Ideally we are hoping that members of the Group will dedicate to regular (monthly)
meetings and active engagement in between.
The Economic Planning Group has been tasked with analysing the economic drivers
of the Midlands economy and use this work to articulate our objectives for the
Midlands Engine. There is no wish to undertake a formal SEP-type process but there
may be a need for the group to commission further economic analysis work. The
Group will also need to evolve a plan as to how we tackle productivity improvement
across the region.
Please indicate your availability to attend by responding
to daniel.west@birmingham.gov.uk. If you would like to discuss further, please
contact Michael Carr on michael.carr@ntu.ac.uk or David Sharif
(David.Sharif@KPMG.co.uk) , Interim Midlands Engine Director.

How you can help with the Midlands Engine
The Midlands Engine is a partnership which will succeed only through the active
engagement of its stakeholders. If you feel others would benefit from more detail on
the ME, please direct them to the Prospectus (link above). These regular ME
Updates are being co-ordinated by Sean Kirby, Communications Manager for the
D2N2 Local Enterprise Partnership, who can add names to the current circulation
list. Please contact him on email sean.kirby@d2n2lep.org or 0115 9578749.
Key forthcoming dates of the Senior Steering Group meetings
·
Thursday March 24, 9.30am to 11.30am – at Baskerville House,
Birmingham, B1 2ND.
·

Thursday April 28, 10am to 12noon – Venue to be confirmed.

In the media …
A brief round-up of some recent news articles relating to the Midlands Engine:
o February 17 – ME referenced in run up to MIPIM 2016 event in Cannes.
www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Cities-join-forces-power-talks/story-28744969detail/story.html
o February 21 – Business Secretary name-checks Midlands Engine in his quote on
London Stock Exchange Group annual list of 1,000 most inspirational British
companies (covered by many different media outlets).
www.nottinghampost.com/Nottingham-companies-named-fastest-growing-UK/story28769767-detail/story.html

If you have any queries about the Midlands Engine, please contact:
o David Sharif, interim Midlands Engine Delivery Director - 0776 030 4210
or david.sharif@kpmg.co.uk
o Dan West, Project Officer Midlands Engine – 07912 793525 or Daniel.West@birmingham.gov.uk
o Sean Kirby, D2N2 LEP Communications Manager – sean.kirby@d2n2lep.org or 0115 9578749
-----------------------------------------------------------

Midlands Connect Monthly Update
No. 2—March 2016
Welcome to Monthly Update number 2 for the Midlands Connect Programme.
Achievements in the last month…..
Following the appointment of the Independent Chairman Sir John Peace, we can now
announce that the Chairman of the Steering Group is Andrew Cleaves, with his deputy Mike Ashworth.
February was a very busy month in which we held a Strategic Board meeting, a Steering Group meeting and a
Technical Advisory Group meeting (TAG). All of these were well attended and we thank members of these
groups for their considerable inputs – not just at the meetings, but with their reviews of technical briefs.
We issued briefs for Work packages 2 and 3/4 on February 15th through the Centro Professional Services
Framework. Responses to these briefs are due back on March 14th, with the inception meetings w/c 4th April.
Atkins who are working on Package 1, have developed a Common Appraisal Framework, to ensure that all
interventions identified by the Work Packages are appraised in a consistent way. A presentation on this
system will be given to TAG in April.
During March the MC team was invited by the Marches LEP to join discussions around the emerging Highways'
England Growth Plan. The MC team also attended a "Manufacturing & Engineering Conference" organized by
the East Midlands Chambers (Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire). In addition to this, the concept
and aims of MC have been presented at a number of internal Network Rail forums.
In the media……
With the development of the Communications Strategy well underway, our media forces are working hard to
promote the strategy, they are also trying to develop a wider communications group from across the region;
Links to press releases in February included:
• http://www.shropshirestar.com/news/2016/02/26/many-ways-shropshire-can-exploit-hs2-says-director/
• http://www.burtonmail.co.uk/Initiative-set-improve-East-West-Midlands/story-28745956detail/story.html
Work continuing this month….
WE HAVE A WEBSITE; from today details of Midlands Connect, our projects, aims and activities will be
available at; www.midlandsconnect.uk This will be regularly updated, so as partners within the Midlands
Connect programme we would appreciate you taking the time to look at the new site and to contact us with
any comments. Please link to the website from your own organisations, and publicise our website to others.
At the Steering Group meeting on 24th March, we will present to the group a draft document detailing the next
phase of the strategy development; this will include a closer examination of the key interventions already
identified by Highways England and Network Rail. A period of engagement with our partners will follow.
A further 3 technical briefs are currently in development. These include work on freight (WP5a), international
gateways, (WP5b) and improved connectivity through technological innovation, (WP6b). These briefs are
currently being reviewed by DfT and we aim to issue to the Steering Group and TAG on the 4th March, to allow
time for their inputs to be incorporated.
Those partners on TAG have also been asked for their inputs, looking at innovative activity going on in their
areas, this will be developed into the brief for Work Package 6b, therefore we ask that they please respond
ASAP with details of any innovative schemes which improves connectivity.
Key Dates in March
•
Mid Monthly Bulletin – 15th March
•
Steering Group 24th March
Next Monthly update due – Friday 1st April 2016
If you have any queries or media enquiries please contact midlandsconnect@wmita.org.uk

ITEM 2
BLACK COUNTRY EXECUTIVE JOINT COMMITTEE
Wednesday 20 January 2016, 11.15am
To Be Held at:

Wolverhampton City Council,
Civic Centre, Wolverhampton, Committee Room 3

DRAFT MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS

IN ATTENDANCE

Councillor Mike Bird, Walsall MBC (Chair)
Councillor Peter Lowe, Dudley MBC
Councillor Darren Cooper, Sandwell MBC
Councillor Roger Lawrence, Wolverhampton CC

Paul Sheehan, Walsall MBC (Secretary)
Sarah Norman, Dudley MBC
Jan Britton, Sandwell MBC
Keith Ireland, Wolverhampton CC
Sarah Middleton, The Black Country Consortium Ltd

NON VOTING MEMBERS
INVITED GUESTS
Ninder Johal, Black Country LEP Board (sub)
Alan Lunt, Dudley MBC
Simon Neilson, Walsall MBC
Tim Johnson, Wolverhampton CC
Paul Mountford, Sandwell MBC (sub)
Stuart Everton, Black Country Director of Transport

1.

Apologies
Stewart Towe, BC LEP Chairman.

2. 16/0001

Notes of Previous Meeting held on 25 November 2015
It was resolved that the notes of the meeting held on 25 November 2015 be confirmed
as a true record.

3.

Matters Arising from the notes of the previous meeting
None.

4.

Declarations of Interest
None.

5.

Local Government (Access to Information) Act, 1985 (as amended):
It was resolved that the public be excluded from the private session during
consideration of the agenda items indicated for the reasons shown on the agenda – see
Private Session of the Minutes.
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ITEM 2
Black Country Local Growth Deal – Accessing Growth Fund - Top Up- Amending
the existing Accessing Growth Fund Top Up Grant Agreement

6.

Stuart Everton was present for this item and presented the report to the Committee.
Stuart advised that Accessing Growth is a fund designed to help deliver smaller
schemes (above £500,000 but less than £5,000,000) which improve access to
employment sites and strategic centres. Schemes include highway efficiency
improvements, sustainable transport, and interchange improvements.
Accessing Growth top up from DCLG – earmarked additional £2.8m for 2016/17, a total
of £5.8m for the 2016/17 year.
Approval is sought to allocate additional funding to Transport schemes for 2016/17
following confirmation from DCLG that the additional £2.8m earmarked funding is
available to Accessing Growth schemes. The Black Country Transport Director will be
guiding the prioritisation process and presented initial plans to the LEP Board at the
Planning day in December.
16/0002

It was resolved that the BCJC grants approval for the Accountable Body for the
Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed to amend the existing Accessing Growth
Fund Top Up Grant Agreement with Wolverhampton City Council to the value of £2.8m
(as recognised by BIS in the LGF expansion profile) to deliver the Local Growth Fund
(LGF) elements of the Accessing Growth programme of works with delivery to
commence in the 2016/17 financial year.
Black Country Local Growth Deal – Wolverhampton Civic Hall Additional
Remediation – Amending the existing Growing the City Centre Cultural and
Business Events Grant Agreement

7.

Tim Johnson was present for this item and presented the report to the Committee. Tim
advised that In December 2014 the Joint Committee approved a bid for the
Wolverhampton Civic Halls & Grand Theatre project to be supported from 2015/16
onwards with a total contribution of £6.60m support over 3 years.
“The Original Scheme to remediate these buildings was approved based on Type 2
Asbestos surveys that only required Visual Inspections & Analysis. Subsequently,
Invasive surveys have now been performed and the presence of “Blue” “White” &
“Brown” Asbestos has been discovered throughout the building. Total cost for
Removal of the Asbestos, based on the best tender, is £607k.”
Extract from surveyors report.
Wolverhampton Council have been able to fund £207k of the total cost and have
requested LEP Board additional support for the balance of £400k. The support would be
facilitated through Walsall Accountable Body as a Contract amendment to the existing
Grant Agreement with Wolverhampton City Council.
Funding Profile: Total Cost of Additional Remediation - £607k, LGF requested - £400k,
Match Funding - £207k applicants own funds.
The full amount is profiled to spend in 2015/16.
16/0003

It was resolved that the BCJC grants approval for the Accountable Body for the
Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed to amend the existing Growing the City
Centre Cultural and Business Events Grant Agreement with Wolverhampton City
Council to the grant value of £400k for the additional remediation work required to
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deliver the Local Growth Fund (LGF) elements of the ‘Wolverhampton Civic Hall &
Grand Theatre’ project.
Black Country Local Growth Deal – Accessing Growth Compton Park Improved
Connectivity – Amending the existing Accessing Growth Fund Grant Agreement

8.

Stuart Everton was present for this item and presented the report to the Committee.
Stuart advised that currently Compton Park in the west of Wolverhampton contains St
Peter’s Collegiate School, St Edmunds Academy and the Wolverhampton Wanderers
Training Academy. It is served by a non-adopted sub-standard road with no separate
pedestrian or cycling facilities. This is inadequate for the volume of motor vehicles,
pedestrians and cyclists using it at key school journey times. Significant match funding
has become available from Wolverhampton Football Club to upgrade Compton Park
(currently un-adopted highway) and Wolverhampton City Council would like to
incorporate a segregated cycle route alongside the road.
The proposal is to create segregated cycling and pedestrian facilities offering a high
level of safety for users. This would constitute a direct, all-weather lit route both for
student journeys to the site and for pedestrians and cyclists wishing to pass through at
any time. This would complement nearby parts of the local highway infrastructure which
have already been improved for pedestrian and cyclist use. The application is for £175k
of grant support.
16/0004

9.

It was resolved that the BCJC grant approval for the Accountable Body for the
Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed to amend the existing Accessing Growth
Grant Agreement with Wolverhampton City Council to the value of £175k to deliver the
Local Growth Fund (LGF) elements of the Compton Park Improved Connectivity project
with delivery to commence in the 2015/16 financial year.
Black Country Local Growth Deal – University of Wolverhampton Apprenticeship
Hub – Grant Agreement Approval
Tim Johnson was present for this item and presented the report to the Committee. Tim
advised that The proposal is to convert a building, Feathers public house, to deliver a
focal point for employers, prospective apprentices and their families, apprentices and
University staff. By giving a physical presence to the University of Wolverhampton’s
“Apprenticeship Hub”, the proposal will provide a “shop front” for higher and degree
apprenticeships, presentation and meeting space, offices and the required infrastructure
(including specialist equipment and digital technologies), to promote and facilitate
apprenticeships in the region. It will also provide a venue through which the University
of Wolverhampton can host meetings with Careers Advisors and Teachers from schools
and colleges to assist in raising the profile of higher and degree apprenticeships as an
alternative option to traditional degree level study.
The University will work with an identified network of local FE colleges and private
providers to cover the Black Country areas and to provide seamless and integrated
progression from Level 2/3 through to Degree apprenticeships at levels 6/7. The
scheme would deliver 700 new Apprenticeships by 20/21 and expects to result in at
least 50% of apprenticeships becoming new jobs created.
Confirmation has been received from Paul Linton Chair of Skills Theme Board that
approval to proceed is confirmed as there are benefits both in ‘Regeneration’ and
‘Skills’.
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16/0005

It was resolved that the BCJC grant approval for the Accountable Body for the
Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed to a Grant Agreement with University of
Wolverhampton to the grant value of £200k to deliver the Local Growth Fund (LGF)
elements of the Apprenticeship Hub - with delivery to commence in the 2015/16
financial year.
Black Country Local Growth Deal – Accessing Growth Wednesbury to Brierley Hill
Metro (Tranche 1) – Amending the existing Accessing Growth Fund Grant
Agreement

10.

Stuart Everton was present for this item and presented the report to the Committee.
Stuart advised that approval is sought to allocate initial development funding to begin
the planning of the Metro link between Wednesbury and Brierley Hill. Following the
West Midlands Combined Authority Devolution Deal announced by George Osborne on
Tuesday 17th November, the Department for Transport (DfT) have provisionally
allocated funding to the proposed East/West Metro link. The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill
Metro forms part of this wider scheme. The scheme has been identified as a priority for
a number of years within the Black Country. Extensive development work has already
been undertaken for this scheme previously and it has already secured Transport and
Works Acts Powers from the DfT.
In light of the recent decision, a refresh of the scheme, design and business case needs
to be undertaken. The review work would be undertaken by Centro and the appointed
framework consultants to review the business case, scheme programme and costs to
accurately reflect 2016 prices.
The work needs to start in earnest now to allow the scheme to meet the DfT
requirements and prevent the funding offer from the DfT being withdrawn. The work
would commence in January 2016 with the work set to continue into the 16/17 financial
year.
Confirmation that Dudley MBC will underwrite these costs has been received.
16/0006

11.

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

grant approval for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to
proceed to amend the existing Accessing Growth Fund Grant Agreement with
Wolverhampton City Council to the value of £100k of development funding to
deliver the initial Local Growth Fund (LGF) elements of the Wednesbury to
Brierley Hill Metro project.

2.2

notes that the work would commence in 2015/16 with work set to continue into
the 2016/17 financial year. It is anticipated that the project will return in 2016/17
for additional LGF funding to support a second tranche of activity. The Advisory
Board has not been asked to consider this as yet.

Black Country Local Growth Deal – Music Institute and Student Accommodation
(Feasibility Study) – Grant Agreement Approval
Alan Lunt was present for this item and presented the report to the Committee. Alan
advised that the application is for £150k of grant to support feasibility costs for the
development of the BICMP Music Institute and Student Accommodation at the
Waterfront Business Park, Brierley Hill, Dudley. This is a £31m industry led project
which will create a world-class higher education music institute in an existing building –
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Cable Plaza, and construct new student accommodation on land opposite. Feasibility
funding is required to support the project development costs including design, feasibility
studies and business planning. This funding will be required over 2 financial years:
Phase 1: January – March 2016 £80,000
Phase 2: April – June 2016 £70,000
The feasibilty funding will ensure the bigger project is realised and achieves the
following outputs/outcomes: 138 jobs created; 1,915 learners assisted (exc.
Apprenticeships); a minimum of 1ha of remediated land, and 4800sqm of refurbished
training/learning space.
Funding Profile: Total Feasibility Costs - £278k, LGF requested - £150k an intervention
rate of 54%, Match Funding - £128k (£119k Applicant’s own funds + £9k Public Sector
funds). £80k is profiled to spend in 2015/16 with £70k profiled to spend in 2016/17.
The projects will commence in 2015/16 and continue into the 2016/17 financial year.
16/0007

12.

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

grant approval for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to
proceed to a Grant Agreement with BIMCIP Ltd to the grant value of £150k to
deliver the Local Growth Fund (LGF) elements of the ‘Music Institute and Student
Accommodation project – Feasibility Study’ with delivery to commence in the
2015/16 financial year.

2.2

notes that the project are requesting that the £150k be profiled £80k 2015/16 and
£70k in 2016/17.

Black Country Local Growth Deal – Growing Priority Sectors – Amending the
existing Growing Priority Sectors Grant Agreement, allowing flexibility to
manage the fund and move to contracting on individual projects
Paul Mountford was present for this item and presented the report to the Committee.
Paul advised that project applications approved / awaiting LEP Board approval
exceed £2m allocation for 2015/16. In order to ensure the programme achieves the
£2m spend target for 2015/16 it is proposed that Growing Priority Sectors £6.5m
budget (inc the £0.5m allocation from BIS through the expansion profile) be used
more flexibly, subject to Growing Priority Sectors programme committing to
delivering a minimum £2m spend in each of 2015/16 and 2016/17. This would
provide Sandwell MBC the flexibility to contract significantly more funds earlier in the
programme should opportunities/demand be presented.
The request to manage the overprogramme / manage the programme more flexibly
was approved by the LEP Board at the 23rd November 2015 Board Meeting.
The LEP Board approved to allocate additional funding to Growing Priority Sector
schemes for 2016/17 following confirmation from DCLG that the additional £0.5m
earmarked funding is available. Schemes will continue to be appraised by the
Growing Priority Sector assessment panel before seeking approval in principle by the
LEP Sub Group and subsequent full approval by the main LEP Board.
The 15 Schemes seeking BCJC approval for 2015/18 delivery are shown on
Page 3, point 3.5 in the report
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16/0008

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

grant approval for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall
Council) to amend the existing Growing Priority Sectors (GPS) Grant
Agreement with Sandwell MBC to enable the flexibility to manage the total
funding awarded (£6.5m including expansion profile funding) to the GPS
programme of works, including the ability to commit to funding in future years
and reallocate funding between years, subject to GPS programme committing
to delivering a minimum £2m spend in each of 2015/16 and 2016/17.

2.2

grant approval for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall
Council) to proceed to amend the existing Grant Agreement with Sandwell
MBC to the value of £500k (as recognised by BIS in the LGF expansion
profile) to deliver the Local Growth Fund (LGF) elements of the Growing
Priority Sectors programme of works with delivery to commence in the 2016/17
financial year.

2.3

grant approval for Sandwell MBC to move to contracting with 15 companies to
be awarded grant funding from the Growing Priority Sectors programme of
works £6.5m 2015/16 allocation for delivery to commence in the 2015/16
financial year. Details of each individual project are detailed in the report.

Black Country Local Growth Deal – Progress Update and Output Changes to the
Local Growth Fund Programme

13.

Sarah Middleton was present for this item and presented the report to the
Committee. Sarah advised that this report details the current position of the Growth
Deal Projects approved previously by the BCJC reflecting all changes to the
Programme since the Progress Update and Output change report considered by the
BCJC on 18 February 2015.
The key messages from the report are that we remain in touching distance of the
original 4000 jobs created with a target at 3833 and 3200 business assists with a
target at 2453. Where both housing and learner assist numbers continue to exceed
our target, providing a welcome contingency. Officers are now working with project
applicants to ensure that their forecast outputs are captured and reported accurately.
16/0009

It was resolved that the BCJC grant approval for the updated project expenditure
and outputs for the Growth Deal projects as set out in Appendix 1 of the report. It
should be noted that this report has been amended since the Advisory Board
approval, with the amendment being the removal of the Change Request relating to
Woods Lane, this is due to further discussions being required over the level of
reduction.
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PRIVATE SESSION
Black Country Local Growth Deal – Pipeline Generation Fund – Popes Lane,
Oldbury
(Exempt information under paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act, 1972 (as amended)

14.

Paul Mountford was present for this item and presented the report to the
Committee.
Paul advised that the Popes Lane main scheme offers value for
money for the LGF Programme and the full amount is profiled to spend in 2015/16.
Deliverability of the overall scheme was awarded a Green rating by the Place
Group. The site has been identified as a core priority by the Place Group. The
scheme has support from Sandwell MBC.
16/0010

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

grant approval for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall
Council) to proceed to Grant Agreement with Company 1 to deliver the Local
Growth Fund (LGF) Pipeline Development Fund project, with delivery to
commence in the 2015/16 financial year.

2.2

grant approval that this project is underwritten as detailed in the report.

Black Country Local Growth Deal – Pipeline Generation Fund – Parkrose
Industrial Estate, Smethwick
(Exempt information under paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act, 1972 (as amended)

15.

Paul Mountford was present for this item and presented the report to the
Committee. Paul advised that the Parkrose Industrial Estate main scheme offers
value for money for the LGF Programme and the full amount is profiled to spend in
2015/16. Deliverability of the overall scheme was awarded a Green rating by the
Place Group. The site has been identified as a priority in the longlist of sites by the
Place Group but is likely to become a core priority site. The scheme has support
from Sandwell MBC.
16/0011

16.

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

grant approval for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall
Council) to proceed to Grant Agreement with Company 2 to deliver the Local
Growth Fund (LGF) Pipeline Development Fund) project, with delivery to
commence in the 2015/16 financial year.

2.2

grant approval that this project is underwritten as detailed in the report.

Black Country Local Growth Deal – Pipeline Generation Fund – Pensnett Estate
Development, Dudley
(Exempt information under paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act, 1972 (as amended)
Alan Lunt was present for this item and presented the report to the Committee.
Alan advised that the Pensnett Estate main scheme offers value for money for the
LGF Programme and the full amount is profiled to spend in 2015/16. Deliverability
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of the overall scheme was awarded a Green rating by the Place Group. The site
has been identified as a priority by the Place Group and has support from Dudley
MBC.
16/0012

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

grant approval for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall
Council) to proceed to Grant Agreement with Company 3 to deliver the
Local Growth Fund (LGF) Pipeline Development Fund project, with delivery
to commence in the 2015/16 financial year.

2.2

grant approval that this project is underwritten as detailed in the report.

Date of future meetings
 Wednesday 9 March 2016, 11.15am at Walsall MBC
 Wednesday 20 April 2016, 11.15am at Dudley MBC
 Wednesday 22 June 2016, 11.15am at Sandwell MBC
 Wednesday 7 September 2016, 11.15am at Wolverhampton CC
 Wednesday 23 November 2016, 11.15am at Dudley MBC
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